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2017-18 Wright State University
Raider Basketball
Head Coach Katrina Merriweather
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Basketball Staff
Head Coach: Katrina Merriweather
 Second Season at WSU: 25-9
Associate Head Coach: Keith Freeman
Assistant Coaches: Semeka Randall, Ashley 
Barlow
Director of Operations: Jenni Dant
Administrative Assistant: TBA
2017-18 Record: 25-9, 15-3
Players Returning: 7 (Emily Vogelpohl, Jalise 
Beck, Mackenzie Taylor, Chelsea Welch, Sy-
mone Simmons, Carly Clodfelter, Lexi Smith)
Newcomers: 4 (Kiana Adderton, Nia Sumpter, 
Breaunna Lloyd, Tyler Frierson)
Eligible Redshirts: 1 (Dasia Evans)
Media: Home games and most road games 




School: Wright State University
Location: Dayton, OH 45435
Enrollment: 15,928
Mascot: Raiders
Colors: Hunter Green and Gold
Conference: Horizon League
President: Dr. Cheryl B. Schrader
Director of Athletics: Bob Grant
Web Location:  www.wsuraiders.com
Conference: Horizon League
 Commissioner: Jon LeCrone
 Communications: Jeremiah Ingram
  email: jingram@horizonleague.org
 Location: Indianapolis, IN 46225
 Phone: 317/237-5606
 Web Site: www.horizonleague.org
Front Cover: Second-year head coach Katrina 
Merriweather
Interviews: WSU’s policy is that inter-
views with anyone connected to the 
WSU athletics department must be 
setup through the Athletic Communica-
tion Office.  Thank you.
Athletic Communications
Assistant AD: Bob Noss
email: robert.noss@wright.edu
SID Office: 937/775-2816
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  The Wright State women’s basketball team finished 25-9 
last year and won the Horizon League regular-season 
championship. All five starters return for the 2017-18 season.
  It sounds like the Raiders are all set, but don’t talk that way 
in front of head coach Katrina Merriweather.
  “Banners are great; our championship T-shirts are great,” 
Merriweather said. “But we are going to live in the present, 
not the past. We are not going to surprise anyone this year. 
We will see how we respond to having a target on our back 
as we go from chasing to being chased.”
  Merriweather started her head coaching career off in 
a big way, helping the Raiders qualify for a postseason 
tournament for the sixth time in seven years. Still, there is 
room for improvement. The five returning starters averaged 
between 31 and 36 minutes per game. The cumulative 
fatigue was evident down the home stretch as Wright State 
suffered three losses in its last five league contests.
  Five new players have been added to the roster, and Mer-
riweather hopes those newcomers can provide the quality 
depth missing at times last winter.
  “We have 12 kids who can legitimately compete for play-
ing time,” Merriweather said. “Instead of playing 38 minutes 
and playing through mistakes, now we may be able to rest 
(our players) and eliminate some of the mistakes that come 
with fatigue. It is going to benefit us in the long run.”
  The returnees include 5-foot-9 senior Chelsea Welch, 
named first-team all-Horizon League after leading the Raid-
ers in scoring (18.6) and assists (110) and pulling down 5.1 
rebounds per game and playing any position or role you 
care to name.
  “She exceeded every expectation we had,” Merriweather 
said of Welch, who sat out the 2015-16 season after trans-
ferring to Wright State from Pittsburgh. “She is so versatile. 
You can’t dismiss how much she contributed defensively. 
She can defend the other team’s point guard, but she’s 
strong enough to guard their center as well.”
  Junior Emily Vogelpohl is recovered from offseason shoul-
der surgery and back for her third season as a starter. 
Vogelpohl, named to the league’s all-freshman team two 
years ago, was second on the Raiders with 101 assists and 
averaged 10.9 points and 5.9 rebounds. 
  “She’s fearless,” Merriweather said. “She is out there like 
nothing every happened. I would say that has been a very 
pleasant surprise, but not really, because that kid works her 
tail off.”
  Lexi Smith, a 5-11 senior forward, was second on team 
in rebounding (8.9) and scoring (12.8). Symone Simmons, 
a 5-10 junior, led the Raiders in rebounding (9.0) and was 
nearly the fourth starter to average double figures in scoring 
(9.9).                  
  Junior guard Mackenzie Taylor averaged 9.5 points 
and handed out 68 assists, third on the team.
Sophomores Jalise Beck and Carly Clodfelter ap-
peared in 25 and 24 games respectively.
  “Carly is another year away from ACL (surgery) and 
is moving a lot better,” Merriweather said. “Jalise has 
had a breakthrough where we saw a different side of 
her that has notched up the competitiveness.”
  Dasia Evans redshirted last year, but the 6-2 forward 
should be one of the first players off the bench this 
time around. A pair of freshmen from South Carolina, 
5-11 Nia Sumpter and 6-1 Kiana Adderton, were also 
vying for playing time during the preseason.
  Freshman guard Breaunna Lloyd has impressed 
coaches with her strength and shooting range. The 
sky is the limit for 6-4 freshman Tyler Frierson, who “will 
give us an inside presence very early in her career,” 
Merriweather said.
  “The biggest thing for all the freshmen is defense,” 
Merriweather said. “Offensively, they are all pretty 
talented. Defensively, they are still catching up”
  The Raiders open with a home exhibition game Nov. 
1 against Indianapolis, and begin the regular season 
Nov. 10 at Northwestern Ohio. The non-conference 
schedule includes four games against teams in the 
top 100 in last year’s final RPI ratings—Missouri, Kent 
State, Belmont and Georgia.
  “I think what (former coach) Mike Bradbury estab-
lished was that we were going to play for champion-
ships,” Merriweather said. “As a player and coach for 
him, that has always been my personal expectation. 
Those expectations have filtered down to our kids.
  “However, we are very, very clear that each team 
is one unto itself. We are not the same team as last 
year. We will find out if we’re better. I understand 
that, on paper, it looks that way.”
Raiders Looking Forward to New Season
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NOTES
2016-17:  Saw action in 33 games, starting all...season-high 18 points at UIC...
career-best eight free throws made versus UIC...grabbed a career-high 12 rebounds 
against Cleveland State and Detroit Mercy...hit four threes at Eastern Illinois when 
she also had 10 rebounds...tied career-high eight assists at Cleveland State...18 
points at UIC followed by 17 at Valparaiso...eight straight double-figure scoring 
games in January to average 14.2 points.
2015-16: Named to the Horizon League All-Freshman Team...Horizon League 
Freshman of the Week on November 30, December 14, January 4 and February 
22...scored in double figures 18 times...third in the league in steals and eighth 
in assists...appeared in 33 games with 28 starts...five assists in collegiate debut 
at Miami (FL)...six rebounds at Kent State...11 points, five assists against 
Lipscomb...17 points, five steals versus Southeastern Louisiana...15 points against 
Iowa at the Lone Star Showcase...11 points versus Houston at the Lone Star 
Showcase...17 points, seven rebounds against George Washington at the Lone 
Star Showcase...14 points versus Butler...20 poinits, five rebounds at Eastern 
Kentucky...10 points, eight assists, six steals against Georgia...20 points versus 
UIC...20 points, eight rebounds, six assists, five steals against Valparaiso...19 points 
at Detroit...18 points at Oakland...19 points, six steals at Cleveland State...seven 
assists, seven rebounds at Valparaiso...11 points, seven assists at UIC...14 points, 
seven rebounds at Northern Kentucky...21 points versus Detroit.
Notes: Girls Greater Catholic League Player of the Year as well as Special Mention 
Division I All-State and First Team All-Southwest District as a senior...averaged 
15.7 points, 7.1 rebounds, 3.7 steals and 2.5 assists per game while shooting 
50 percent from the field...First Team All-GGCL and Honorable Mention All-
Southwest District selection as a junior while averaging 14.3 points, 3.3 steals and 
3.2 assists per game and shooting 47 percent from the field...Mohawks finished 
16-8 and advanced to the district finals in 2014, falling to eventual Division I 
state champion Princeton...named First Team All-GGCL as a sophomore as she 
averaged 6.8 points and 3.6 steals per contest...Honorable Mention All-League as a 
freshman...scored 584 career points while averaging 4.2 rebounds and 3.2 steals per 
game and shooting 45 percent from the field.








Points: 21 vs. Detroit Mercy (2/20/16)
FG Made: 8 at Cleveland State (1/30/16); vs. Detroit Mercy 
(2/20/16)
3-Pt. FG Made: 5 at Detroit Mercy (1/14/16)
FT Made: 8 vs. UIC (2/11/17)
Total Rebounds: 12 vs. Cleveland State (1/7/17); vs. Detroit 
Mercy (1/27/17)
Assists: 8 vs. Georgia (12/20/15); at Cleveland State 
(2/16/17)
Blocks: 2 vs. Grace (11/14/16)
Steals: 6 on five occasions
VOGELPOHL’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2015-16 33-28 930 125 289 .433 43 126 .341 58 81 .716 128 3.9 60-1 99 4 68  351-10.6
2016-17 33-33 1151 132 353 .374 38 136 .279 57 84 .679 196 5.9 60-0 101 5 74  359-10.9
Totals 66-61 2081 257 642 .400 81 262 .309 115 165 .697 324 4.9 120-1 200 9 142  710-10.8
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NOTES
2016-17: Played in 25 games while starting one...registered 30 minutes 
against Cincinnati Christian with her career highs of six points and 
three field goals made...also had three assists and two steals vs CC...
high of four rebounds at Illinois.
Notes: Second Team All-State selection as well as All-North Central 
Conference and All-city as a senior...Marion County Athlete of the 
Year as a senior...scored 476 points as a senior and added 143 assists, 
128 steals and 104 rebounds...three-time team MVP...also lettered all 
four years in track and once in cross country...born on July 15, 1998...
daughter of Jason and La’Quisha Beck...has one brother and one sister.








Points: 6 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
FG Made: 3 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
3-Pt. FG Made: NA
FT Made: 4 at UIC (1/20/17)
Rebounds:  4 at Illinois (12/11/16)
Assists: 3 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16); vs. 
Cleveland State (1/7/17)
Blocks: NA
Steals: 2 vs Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
BECK’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2016-17 25-1 251 11 67 .164 0 16 .000 15 21 .714 28 1.1 22-1 16 0 4  37-1.5
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Points: 21 vs. Cleveland State (1/7/17)
FG Made: 9 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/8/15)
3-Pt. FG Made: 6 vs. Cleveland State (1/7/17)
FT Made: 4 on three occasions
Total Rebounds: 6 vs. Grace (11/14/16); at Detroit 
Mercy (2/20/17)
Assists: 6 at UIC (1/20/17)
Blocks: 1 on eight occasions
Steals: 5 vs. UIC (2/11/17
NOTES
2016-17:  Played in 33 games with 32 starts...career-high 21 points 
against Cleveland State on six threes made...higgh of six rebounds 
against Grace and Detroit Mercy...14 double-figure scoring games 
with 17 at Detroit Mercy...career-best six assists at UIC then 
posted career-high five steals against UIC at home...hit at least one 
three in 29 of her 32 games played.
2015-16: Appeared in all but one game with eight starts...eight 
points, four rebounds in collegiate debut at Miami (FL)...18 
points, four assists against Lipscomb...nine points versus Austin 
Peay...13 points against Southeastern Louisiana...eight points 
versus Butler...20 points, five rebounds and three assists against 
Cincinnati Christian...13 points versus Mount St. Joseph...nine 
points at Valparaiso...12 points at Green Bay...eight points against 
Youngstown State and 10 more points versus the Penguins in the 
HL Tournament...12 points in WNIT first round at Michigan.
High School: Selected to the Senior Large School All-State team by 
the Indiana Basketball Coaches Association...led the Red Devils 
to a 20-7 record and their first appearance in the regionals since 
2000...2014 Palladium-Item Player of the Year...earned High 
Honorable Mention All-State honors as a junior as she averaged 
17.6 points per game...reached the 1000 point mark as a junior and 
finished her career third on the Red Devil all-time scoring list...
averaged 21.7 points per contest as a sophomore.
2017–18 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
TAYLOR’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min. FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2015-16 34-8 606 67 185 .362 48 134 .358 11 18 .611 52 1.5 38-1 44 2 21  193-5.7
2016-17 33-32 1045 105 310 .339 55 192 .286 47 68 .691 83 2.5 68-0 68 6 49  312-9.5
Totals 67-40 1651 172 495 .347 103 326 .316 58 86 .674 135 2.0 106-1 112 8 70  505-7.5
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2016-17:  First-Team All Horizon League...twice Horizon League Player of the Week January 30 
and February 19...started all 34 games...scored in double figures in all but one game...twice posted 
double-doubles...33 points against Detroit Mercy for her career high, going 12 of 25 from the field 
followed by 24 points against Oakland...four threes made at Green Bay for 25 points...13 of 15 
from the line at Cleveland State...10 boards against Cincinnati Christian and Northern Kentucky...
registered six assists on five different occasions...23 points at Eastern Illinois...21 points against Kent 
State...streak of 26 points versus Valparaiso, 21 against UIC, 25 at Cleveland State, 21 at Youngstown 
State, and 29 at Detroit Mercy for an average of 24.4 points...17 points and eight boards to end 
season at Michigan in the WNIT second round.
2015-16: Sat out season after transferring from Pittsburgh.
2014-15: Appeared in 30 games while averaging 18.6 minutes per game for Pittsburgh...had four 
double-figure scoring performances, two of which came in ACC action...scored a season-best 13 
points against Saint Francis which was on the heels of a 12 point outing vs. Youngstown State...
helped the Panthers defeat Miami with 12 points...logged a season-high 29 minutes against Virginia 
and scored 11 points in an overtime victory.
2013-14: Appeared in 30 games, earning starts in nine of them for Pittsburgh...averaged 20.1 minutes 
per game and 26.3 over the final 11 games...averaged 4.1 points and 2.2 rebounds per game...had a 
career-high 16 points against NC State on 6-of-9 shooting and 4-of-7 from behind the arc...had 11 
points on 3-of-3 shooting from long range against Boston College in 21 minutes...pulled down a 
career-best six rebounds at Virginia Tech...scored nine points and grabbed three rebounds vs. Notre 
Dame...played 24 minutes and scored six points in her first collegiate game against Bucknell...logged 
a career-best 36 minutes played in the regular-season finale at Miami.
Notes: Scored 1,437 career points over her four-year high school career, while dishing out 400 career 
assists...averaged 13.8 points, 3.6 rebounds, 4.1 assists and 3.2 steals per game in helping lead the 
Firebirds to the Division I state title as a senior...four-time All Greater Western Ohio Conference 
performer...First Team All-State in Division I...McDonald’s All-American honoree following senior 
season...personal single game bests of 12 assists in a single game and 10 steals highlighted scholastic 
career...started all 109 names in high school...over four years, Fairmont boasted a 99-10 overall 
record while advancing to the Division I state final four each season...as a junior selected AP Ohio 
All-State Second Team...averaged 15.1 points, 4.0 assists and 4.2 rebounds a game junior campaign...
broke the school record for assists in a game as a junior (12)...named Ohio High School Top 100 
and a Third Team All Southwest District honoree...her sophomore year posted 14.6 points a game, 
while also averaging 4.8 rebounds and 3.5 assists as team won 26 contests...Second Team All-State 
and a 2011 All-Ohio selection after sophomore season...captured the Dayton Daily News Press Poll 
All-Area DI Player of the Year crown...also as a sophomore set the school record for steals in a season 
(73)...played for the club team Dayton Metro Premier...tabbed MVP of the 2012 Music City Madness 
and the 2012 USJN Cincinnati...born on July 27, 1995...daughter of Brian and Grace Welch...has two 
older siblings.
2017–18 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
CAREER HIGHS
Points: 33 vs. Detroit Mercy (1/27/17)
FG Made: 12 at Detroit Mercy (2/20/17)
3-Pt. FG Made: 4 at Green Bay (12/31/16)
FT Made: 13 at Cleveland State (2/16/17)
Rebounds: 10 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16); vs. 
Northern Kentucky (2/3/17)
Assists: 6 on five occasions
Blocks: 2 on six occasions
Steals: 6 at Youngstown State (2/18/17)
WELCH’S WSU NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2016-17 34-34 1230 217 502 .432 31 108 .287 167 215 .777 173 5.1 72-0 110 20 70  632-18.6
#22
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2016-17:  Started all 34 games, averaging over 30 minutes...career-
high 20 points against Central Michigan when WSU hosted the 
first round of the WNIT...grabbed 18 rebounds for a career high at 
Cleveland State, 14 defensive...played 39 minutes twice...made four 
three pointers against Kent State...registered four steals at Youngstown 
State and three blocks at Tennessee Tech...had 18 double-figure 
scoring games, includnig 19 at Eastern Illinois and 12 double-figure 
rebounding nights...in mid-February, averaged 15.3 rebounds during 
a three-game period.
2015-16: Appeared in all but one game off the bench...11 points, five 
rebounds against Lipscomb...six points and six rebounds against 
Iowa at the Lone Star Showcase...nine points, nine rebounds versus 
Cincinnati Christian...12 points, including game-winning three with 
6.1 seconds left, at Eastern Kentucky...18 points, eight rebounds 
against Mount St. Joseph...seven points, five rebounds versus 
Milwaukee...nine points, seven rebounds against Cleveland State...
four assists versus Youngstown State...13 points, five rebounds in 
league tournament first round against UIC...15 points, eight rebounds 
in league second round versus Youngstown State...seven rebounds in 
league semifinals against Milwaukee...eight rebounds in WNIT first 
round at Michigan. 
Notes: Helped the Warriors finish 19-6 overall and win a second 
consecutive Ohio Capital Conference Cardinal Division title at 13-1...
averaged 16.0 points, 9.7 rebounds, 2.0 blocks and 2.5 steals...named 
Special Mention All-State in Division I, First Team All-Central 
District and the OCC Cardinal Player of the Year.
2017–18 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
CAREER HIGHS
Points: 20 vs. Central Michigan (3/16/17)
FG Made: 8 vs. Mount St. Joseph (12/15/15); vs. 
Central Michigan (3/16/17)
3-Pt. FG Made: 4 vs. Kent State (12/7/16)
FT Made: 5 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/8/15); at 
Eastern Illinois (11/17/16)
Rebounds: 18 at Cleveland State (2/16/17)
Assists: 4 on three occasions
Blocks: 3 on three occasions
Steals: 5 vs. Mount St. Joseph (12/15/15)
SIMMONS’ NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2015-16 34-0 564 67 165 .406 10 40 .250 26 39 .667 148 4.4 62-1 33 17 22  170-5.0
2016-17 34-34 1046 141 363 .388 30 102 .294 25 49 .510 306 9.0 98-2 39 28 50  337-9.9
Totals 68-34 1610 208 528 .394 40 142 .282 51 88 .580 454 6.7 160-3 72 45 72  507-7.5
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CAREER HIGHS
Points: 8 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
FG Made: 3 vs. Grace (11/14/16)
3-Pt. FG Made: 1 at Tennessee Tech (11/11/16)
FT Made: 4 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
Rebounds: 4 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/15/16)
Assists: 1 vs. Eastern Kentucky (12/19/16)
Blocks: 1 at Tennessee Tech (11/11/16); vs. Grace 
(11/14/16)
Steals:1 vs. Youngstown State (1/5/17); vs. UIC 
(3/4/17)
NOTES
2016-17:  Played in 24 games...posted her career-high eight points against 
Cincinnati Christian as well as a high four rebounds...hit her lone three pointer at 
Tennessee Tech when she played her high 17 minutes in the season opener...also 
had seven points against Grace...had a block in her first two college games.
Notes: Honorable Mention All-State as a junior and all-region and all-district as a 
sophomore and junior...missed most of senior season due to injury...named First 
Team All-Central Buckeye Conference as a junior as she averaged 15 points per 
game along with 4.6 rebounds, 3.6 steals and 3.2 assists while shooting 46 percent 
from the field...First Team All-CBC as a sophomore as she averaged 16.1 points, 
5.2 rebounds, 3.3 steals and 2.7 assists...Special Mention All-CBC as she averaged 
11.9 points as a freshman...holds school record for points in a season and became 
first player to reach 1,000 point career mark as a junior...born on March 6, 1998...
daughter of Scott and Susan Clodfelter...has two sisters.








 Year G-S Min. FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2016-17 24-0 94 9 19 .474 1 2 .500 10 14 .714 17 0.7 14-0 1 2 29  29-1.2
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NOTES
2016-17:  Started all 34 games, averaging more than 34 minutes per game...career-best 25 
points at Tennessee Tech to open the season...career-high 16 rebounds against Youngstown 
State...24 double-figure scoring games...20 points at Chicago State...21 points at Illinois, 
versus Eastern Kentucky and versus Milwaukee...20 points against Oakland...24 double-
figure scoring and 13 games of double-figure rebounding...16 boards against Youngstown 
State followed by 14 against Cleveland State...posted 11 double-doubles...played 40 minutes 
at Detroit and versus Central Michigan.
2015-16: Played in all 35 games with six starts...eight rebounds and three steals against 
Austin Peay...six points, six rebounds and four steals versus Southeastern Louisiana...
double-double of 20 points and 14 rebounds with three steals against Cincinnati Christian...
nine points at Eastern Kentucky...double-double of 14 points, 11 rebounds versus Mount St. 
Joseph...18 points and nine rebounds against Valparaiso...six points and six rebounds versus 
Northern Kentucky and at Detroit...eight rebounds, three steals at Oakland...eight points, 
eight rebounds at Youngstown State...double-double of 14 points, 10 rebounds at Cleveland 
State...seven points, 12 rebounds at Valparaiso...seven rebounds at Northern Kentucky...11 
rebounds against Oakland...eight rebounds at Green Bay...eight points, 11 rebounds at Mil-
waukee...eight points, six rebounds versus Cleveland State...15 points against Youngstown 
State...eight points, eight rebounds versus UIC at the HL Tournament...double-double of 
13 points, 11 rebounds against Youngstown State at the HL Tournament...seven rebounds 
versus Milwaukee in the HL semifinals.
2014-15: Played in all but one game off the bench...six points in collegiate debut at Austin 
Peay...five rebounds against Murray State and at Butler...five points, four rebounds versus 
Lamar...16 points, seven rebounds against Otterbein...six points, eight rebounds versus Den-
ver at the BTI Invitational...posted double-double of 13 points and 10 rebounds against UC 
Irvine in the same tournament...11 points, nine rebounds, two steals versus Chicago State...
seven points against Central State...five rebounds at Northern Kentucky and versus Detroit...
eight points, five rebounds at Valparaiso...seven rebounds against Oakland in the Horizon 
League Quarterfinals...recorded a double-double of 12 points and 10 rebounds versus Cleve-
land State in the HL Semifinals.
Notes: Lettered all four years for the Vikings...team MVP as a freshman and sophomore...
team finished 21-2 her senior year and was ranked #1 in the state and #5 in the country...








2017–18 WRIGHT STATE RAIDERS
CAREER HIGHS
Points: 25 at Tennessee Tech (11/11/16)
FG Made: 9 vs. Cincinnati Christian (12/8/15); at 
Chicago State (11/19/16)
3-Pt. FG Made: NA
FT Made: 13 at Tennessee Tech (11/11/16)
Rebounds: 16 vs. Youngstown State (1/5/17)
Assists: 4 vs. Miami (12/21/16)
Blocks: 3 at Valparaiso (1/17/15); at Detroit Mercy 
(1/14/16)
Steals: 4 vs. Southeastern Louisiana (11/23/15); at 
UIC (1/20/17)
SMITH’S NUMBERS
 Year G-S Min. FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST  Pts.-Avg.
2014-15 33-0 346 44 76 .579 0 0 .000 23 47 .489 112 3.4 46-0 2 6 9  111-3.4
2015-16 35-6 696 81 158 .513 0 0 .000 49 70 .700 218 6.2 66-1 7 15 28  211-6.0
2016-17 34-34 1173 152 312 .487 0 0 .000 132 184 .717 301 8.9 77-0 14 8 33  436-12.8
Totals 102-40 2215 277 546 .507 0 0 .000 204 301 .678 631 6.2 189-1 23 29 70  758-7.4
#25
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NOTES
Notes:  Helped her team compile an 85-26 record as well as a State Runner-Up as a junior...All-Region 1st Team (2014, 2016, 
and 2017), All-Region 2nd Team (2015), Region Player of the Year in her junior season...Toast of the Coast Player of the Year 
(2016), All-State selection (2016), Miss Hoop Zone Finalist (2016 and 2017)...CresCom Holiday Invitational All-Tournament 
Team (2016)...1,000 point club member...selected to the Carolina All-Star Classic (North Carolina vs. South Carolina) where 
she earned South Carolina’s MVP.










Notes:  Led her team to an 85-26 record throughout her high school career...part of a State Runner-up team as a 
junior...averaged 21 points, 10 rebounds, four assists, and six steals per game during her senior year...selected as 
the 4A Region Player of the Year...played in the North/South All-Star game...two-time All-State selection (2015 
and 2017), a three-time Miss Hoop Zone Finalist (2015, 2016, and 2017)...1,000 point club...three-time Toast of the 
Coast selection....named to the Beach Ball Classic All-Tournament team in 2015...earned multiple Athlete of the 
Week honors.




Fr. • 6-1 
Myrtle Beach, SC
Myrtle Beach
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Notes: Four-year letterwinner and team MVP as a senior for the Stars...scored 474 points as a senior and added 
316 rebounds, 84 steals, 45 assists and 42 blocks...scored over 1,000 points and had over 1,000 rebounds for her 
career...holds school’s rebounding record...four-year letterwinner in volleyball and twice lettered in track, winning 
team MVP honors in both sports...born on August 30, 1997...daughter of Brian McCoy and Deidre Evans...has two 
brothers and one sister.








Notes:  Averaged 13.8 points, three rebounds, 3.5 assists, and 2.3 steals per game...led team to a 19-6 record as a senior...team’s 
MVP for two years in a row, and was a four-time All Hoosier Crossroads Conference selection...selected to participate in the 
Hoosier Reunion Classic All-Star game, where seniors compete in the Historic gym where the movie, “Hoosiers,” was filmed...
junior year, was named to a Junior All-Star where she competed with the top juniors in the state of Indiana, playing against the 
Indiana Senior All-star team as they prepared to play against the Kentucky All-Stars...scored over 1,000 points during her high 
school career.




Fr. • 5-8 
Fishers, IN
Hamilton Southeastern #30
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Numerical Roster
2017–18 Wright State Roster
No. Name Pos. Ht.  Class Hometown (H.S.)
1  Kiana Adderton F 6-1  Fr. Myrtle Beach, SC (Myrtle Beach)
3  Emily Vogelpohl G 5-8  Jr. Cincinnati, OH (McAuley)
11  Jalise Beck G 5-8  So. Indianapolis, IN (Arsenal Tech)
12  Mackenzie Taylor G 5-6  Jr. Richmond, IN (Richmond)
14  Nia Sumpter F 5-11  Fr. Myrtle Beach, SC (Myrtle Beach)
21  Dasia Evans F 6-2  Fr. Richton Park, IL (Rich South)
22  Chelsea Welch G 5-9  Jr. Kettering, OH (Fairmont)
23  Symone Simmons G 5-10  Jr. Columbus, IH (Westerville North)
24  Carly Clodfelter G 5-9  So. Tipp City, OH (Tippecanoe)
25  Lexi Smith F 5-11  Sr. Sycamore, IL (Homewood-Flossmoor)
30  Breaunna Lloyd G 5-8  Fr. Fishers, IN (Hamilton Southeastern)
31  Tyler Frierson C 6-4  Fr. Long Beach, CA (Milikan)
 Head Coach: Katrina Merriweather (second year)
Associate Head Coach:  Keith Freeman 
Assistant Coaches: Semeka Randall, Ashley Barlow                        
Director of Operations: Jenni Dant
Administrative Assistant: TBA
NOTES
Notes:  Averaged 22.8 points, 19 rebounds, four blocks, two steals, and one assist per game while leading her team to a 20-9 
record as a senior...earned Female Athlete of the Year at her high school...Harry J. Moore League MVP for her conference...
ninth best rebounder in the state...three-time all CIF selection...helped lead her team to the CIF championship as a freshman.  
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During the 2005-06 season, Purdue finished 26-7 and 
again advanced to the NCAA Sweet 16 before falling 
to top-ranked North Carolina. The Boilermakers were 
second in the Big Ten standings and were runner-up in the 
conference tournament. The recruiting class was ranked 
third nationally by Blue Star Basketball.
Before coming to Purdue, Merriweather served as an 
assistant coach for a year at UIC. Charged with performing 
duties such as travel, film exchange, scouting and recruiting 
correspondence, Merriweather was part of head coach Lisa 
Ryckbosch’s staff that guided the Flames to a 17-11 record 
in 2002-03.
Merriweather began her collegiate coaching career at 
Cincinnati, her alma mater. As a graduate assistant during 
the 2001-02 season, Merriweather handled scouting and 
film duties. The Bearcats posted a 26-5 record that year and 
advanced to the second round of the NCAA Tournament.
A native of Indianapolis, Merriweather graduated from 
Cincinnati in 2001 with a degree in English literature and 
earned a second degree in secondary education in 2002. 
Under head coach Laurie Pirtle, the Bearcats advanced 
to postseason play all four years during Merriweather’s 
career, competing in the NCAA Tournament in 1999 and 
the WNIT in 1998, 2000 and 2001. During her career, 
Cincinnati posted an 83-41 record.
Along with her college coaching career, Merriweather 
has also coached AAU basketball for The Family, Inc., 
based in Indianapolis, and has served as a summer camp 
coach at several universities.
A 1997 graduate from Cathedral High School in 
Indianapolis, Merriweather was a member of the 1997 
Indiana All-Star Team.
Year Overall Pct. League Pct. Highights
2016-17 25-9 .735 15-3 .833 Votes in Top 25; WNIT





was named as the 
seventh head coach in 
Wright State women’s 
basketball coach on 
April 19, 2016 and she 
hasn’t stopped running.
The 2016-17 was 
historic for the WSU 
women’s basketball 
program as she led the 
Raiders to 25 wins and 
a berth in the WNIT, 
hosting the first round 
game before taking 
Michigan to the brink in 
the round two.  Another first came as the Raiders received 
votes in the national Top 25 for the first-time ever.  Named 
the Horizon League Coach of the Year, Merriweather 
set the bar higher than ever, and expects to achieve new 
heights.
A former assistant at Purdue, UIC and Cincinnati, 
Merriweather joined the Wright State women’s basketball 
coaching staff as an assistant in September, 2010.
Teaming with then-head coach Mike Bradbury, the 
Raiders reached new heights in 2010-11 as WSU played in 
its first Division I post-season tournament with two games 
in the Women’s Basketball Invitational and secured the 
program’s first 20-win in Division I.
An assistant with the Boilermakers from 2003-
06, Merriweather served as the program’s recruiting 
coordinator and assisted with scouting along with coaching 
the guards.
In 2003-04, her first year at Purdue, Merriweather 
assisted the Boilermakers in a 29-4 campaign, a season that 
saw Purdue win the Big Ten Tournament and advanced 
to the NCAA Sweet 16. She also played a major role 
in recruiting a five-player class rated in many scouting 
services’ top 10.
Merriweather’s recruiting success carried over the 
following year, as she helped sign a class rated in the top 
10 by Blue Star Basketball. While she was scouring gyms 
nationwide, Merriweather also filled her role in Mackey 
Arena, helping guide one of the youngest teams in Purdue 
history to a 17-win season and an NCAA Tournament 
berth.
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KEITH FREEMAN
      
Veteran women’s 
basketball coach Keith 
Freeman is in his sixth 
year on the Wright State 
staff.  After serving as an 
assistant coach for four 
seasons, Freeman was 
named as associate head 
coach in June 2016.
Freeman came to 
WSU after spending 
18 years as the head 
coach at Valparaiso 
from 1994-2012 and 
compiled a record of 
286-247, including 
four 20-win seasons.  
In 2001-02, he led the 
Crusaders to a record 
of 26-7 and an appearance in their first-ever post-season 
tournament, defeating Michigan and Ball State in the 
Women’s NIT before falling to Houston.
 Freeman was also a finalist for the Women’s 
Basketball Coaches Association Coach of the Year Award 
that season.
 The following two seasons saw Valparaiso win its 
first Mid-Continent Conference (now Summit League) 
titles and advance to the NCAA Tournament each time, 
facing Purdue in 2003 and Kansas State in 2004.  As the 
Mid-Con’s all-time winningest coach, Freeman was named 
twice named the league’s Coach of the Year.
 Before going to Valparaiso, Freeman also coached 
two years at his alma mater, Huntington, before serving 
four years as the head coach at Saint Joseph’s in Indiana.  
While at Saint Joseph’s, he compiled a stellar four-year 
record of 85-28. The Great Lakes Valley Conference Coach 
of the Year in 1991-92, Freeman led the Lady Pumas to the 
GLVC title and the Midwest Regional Championship that 
season, advancing to the Elite Eight of the NCAA Division 
II National Tournament.
 Along with his 24-year women’s basketball coaching 
career, where he posted a 415-294 record, Freeman also was 
the head men’s basketball coach at Huntington from 1985-
89.  He also was Athletics Director at Saint Joseph’s during 
the 1993-94 academic year after serving as Assistant Athletic 
Director from 1991-93. 
 Freeman graduated Cum Laude from Huntington 
in 1986 and received his Master’s of Business degree at Ball 
State the following year.
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SEMEKA RANDALL 
    Semeka Randall 
was named as a women’s 
basketball assistant coach 
at Wright State in June 
2016.  Randall joined the 
Raider staff after serving 
as the head coach at 
Alabama A&M the past 
three seasons. 
 Under her 
guidance in 2014-15, the 
Lady Bulldogs led the 
Southwestern Athletic 
Conference in free-throw 
shooting, making 449 of 
652 attempts for a .689 
percentage. Senior point 
guard Brittney Strickland, 
who was named second 
team All-SWAC, was the league’s top free-throw shooter, 
making 134 of 158 attempts for a .848 percentage.
 Before coming to Alabama A&M, Randall was 
the head coach for five years at Ohio University from 
2008-12. Under her guidance, several players received All-
MAC honors. Randall was also an assistant coach at West 
Virginia from 2007-08, at Michigan State from 2005-07 
and at Cleveland State from 2002-03. During her tenure 
at Michigan State, the Spartans played for the national 
championship in 2005, advanced to the Sweet 16 in 2006 and 
made it to the NCAA second round in 2007.
 A standout guard at Tennessee from 1998-2001, 
Randall earned Kodak All-America First Team honors in 
1999 and 2000. She was an integral part of Tennessee’s 1998 
NCAA Championship team that went 39-0, averaging 15.9 
points a game while earning honorable mention All-America 
recognition.
 In addition to her All-America honors, she was 
named the Women’s Basketball Journal’s Defensive Player 
of the Year in 1999 and 2000, First Team All-Southeast ern 
Conference in 1999 and 2000, Second Team All-SEC and 
SEC All-Freshman Team in 1998, and was on the NCAA 
Mideast Regional All-Tournament team in 1998 and 2000.
 Randall scored 1,915 points during her career at 
Tennessee (13.7 ppg) and added 716 rebounds (5.1 rpg), 286 
steals and 236 assists. She ranks fifth on the Lady Vols’ career 
charts in both points and steals, and third in free throws 
made (439). Tennessee posted a record of 134-10 during her 
four-year career, including championship appearances in 
1998 and 2000. During the summer of 1998, Randall was the 
leading scorer for the gold medal-winning USA Jones Cup 
team.
 Randall was the first player chosen in the second 
round (17th overall) of the 2001 WNBA draft by the Seattle 
Storm. She started 30 of 32 games as a rookie, averaging a 
career-best 9.4 points. She averaged 5.8 points during her 
123-game WNBA career, including 55 starts.
 In 2001-02, Randall started all 16 games at point 
guard and averaged 19 points while playing for the Israeli 
Professional Basketball League. She played in the Greek 
Professional Basketball League in 2002-03, again starting all 
16 games for her squad. In 2003, she was a member of the 
Tennessee Fury of the National Women’s Basketball League, 
averaging 12.2 points as a shooting guard.
 In 2004, she completed her four-year WNBA career 
which included stops in Seattle (2001-02), Utah (2002) and 
San Antonio (2003-04). 
 Prior to her exemplary playing career at Tennessee 
and in the professional ranks, Randall was an accomplished 
basketball player in high school. She was Parade Magazine’s 
Player of the Year and a First Team All-American in 
1997 while starring at Trinity High School in Garfield 
Heights, Ohio. She was Ohio’s Miss Basketball in 1996 and 
1997, a member of the 1996 and 1997 USA Junior World 
Championship Qualifying Teams, the MVP of the Ohio 
state basketball tournament in 1994 and 1996 and the 
Gatorade Circle of Champions Midwest Player of the Year 
in 1997. She was inducted into the Ohio Basketball Hall of 
Fame on May 17, 2008.
 Randall graduated from Tennessee in December 
2000 with a bachelor’s degree in speech communications. 
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 Ashley Barlow joined 
the Wright State women’s 
basketball staff as an assistant 
coach in June 2016.
 Barlow came to Wright 
State after three years as 
an assistant coach at the 
University of Evansville, 
where her responsibilities 
included working with the 
scoring guards, assisting 
with recruiting, scouting of 
opponents, and other day-
to-day operations.  Barlow came to Evansville after 
spending two seasons as an assistant at IUPUI.
 In her two seasons at IUPUI, Barlow worked 
with the guards and was in charge of travel and film 
exchange, while assisting with recruiting, scouting and 
game planning.  In 2012-13, Barlow helped guide the 
Jaguars to a 20-12 record and a berth in the Postseason 
WNIT. 
 Prior to her coaching career, Barlow completed 
a historical career at Notre Dame in 2010, where 
she emerged as one of the most versatile players in 
Fighting Irish history.  She is the only player in Notre 
Dame basketball history, male or female, to eclipse 
1,000 points, 500 rebounds, 250 assists and 250 steals 
in a career.  Upon completion of her career, Barlow 
found her name among the top 10 on 12 of Notre 
Dame’s career statistical records.
ASHLEY BARLOW
 A native of Indianapolis, Barlow graduated 
from Notre Dame in 2010 with degrees in 
management-entrepreneurship and sociology.  She 
played professionally in Israel for Elitzur Rishon Le-
Zion during the 2010-11 season, where she averaged 
20.2 points, 6.1 rebounds, 3.5 assists and 2.4 steals per 
game.
 Prior to starring at Notre Dame, Barlow 
played at Pike High School where she was a WBCA 
High School All-American and a two-time all-
state selection. She holds 12 school records at Pike, 
including marks for points in game (42), season (653) 
and career (1,726), as well as career scoring average.
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 Jenni Dant, who served as the administrative assistant for 
the Wright State women’s basketball program during the 2011-12 
season, is in her sixth year as the director of operations for the 
Raiders.
 Before coming to WSU, Dant was an assistant coach for 
two seasons at UIC.  A 2005 DePaul graduate, Dant is currently 
seventh on the Blue Demons’ all-time scoring list with 1,633 
points.  She earned All-Conference USA accolades three times as 
well as C-USA All-Freshman Team honors as she averaged 13.4 
points per game for her career.  Dant was then drafted by the 
WNBA’s Houston Comets before embarking on a professional 
career in Europe.
 A Chicago native, Dant was a Parade All-American and all-state selection at 
Stevenson High School.
JENNI DANT
Front Row (L-R): Carly Clodfelter, Symone Simmons, Jalise Beck, Mackenzie Taylor, Head Coach Katrina 
Merriweather, Chelsea Welch, Emily Vogelpohl, Breaunna Lloyd, Nia Sumpter. Back Row (L-R): Assis-
tant Coach Ashley Barlow, Associate Head Coach Keith Freeman, Dasia Evans, Kiana Adderton, Tyler 
Frierson, Lexi Smith, Assistant Coach Semeka Randall, Director of Operations Jenni Dant. 
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2016-17 Raider Basketball
Wright State Combined Team Statistics (as of Mar 18, 2017)
All games
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES 25-9 14-2 10-4 1-3
CONFERENCE 15-3 8-1 7-2 0-0
NON-CONFERENCE 10-6 6-1 3-2 1-3
Total 3-Point F-Throw Rebounds
## Player gp-gs min avg fg-fga fg% 3fg-fga 3fg% ft-fta ft% off def tot avg pf dq a to blk stl pts avg
22 WELCH, Chelsea 34-34 1230 36.2 217-502  . 4 3 2 31-108  . 2 8 7 167-215  . 7 7 7 55 118 173 5.1 72 0 110 75 20 70 632 18.6
25 SMITH, Lexi 34-34 1173 34.5 152-312  . 4 8 7 0-0  . 0 0 0 132-184  . 7 1 7 190 111 301 8.9 77 0 14 38 8 33 436 12.8
03 VOGELPOHL, Emily 33-33 1151 34.9 132-353  . 3 7 4 38-136  . 2 7 9 57-84  . 6 7 9 37 159 196 5.9 60 0 101 75 5 74 359 10.9
23 SIMMONS, Symone 34-34 1046 30.8 141-363  . 3 8 8 30-102  . 2 9 4 25-49  . 5 1 0 96 210 306 9.0 98 2 39 46 28 50 337 9.9
12 TAYLOR, Mackenzie 33-32 1045 31.7 105-310  . 3 3 9 55-192  . 2 8 6 47-68  . 6 9 1 4 79 83 2.5 68 0 68 58 6 49 312 9.5
00 den HEETEN, Myrthe 34-2 431 12.7 25-105  . 2 3 8 15-70  . 2 1 4 13-17  . 7 6 5 3 34 37 1.1 31 0 19 26 4 11 78 2.3
02 HAYES, Antania 19-0 224 11.8 27-75  . 3 6 0 2-5  . 4 0 0 13-20  . 6 5 0 9 23 32 1.7 15 0 13 21 2 7 69 3.6
11 BECK, Jalise 25-1 251 10.0 11-67  . 1 6 4 0-16  . 0 0 0 15-21  . 7 1 4 6 22 28 1.1 22 1 16 15 0 4 37 1.5
33 THOMAS, Alexyse 27-0 111 4.1 15-29  . 5 1 7 0-0  . 0 0 0 3-5  . 6 0 0 15 18 33 1.2 19 0 2 7 3 1 33 1.2
24 CLODFELTER, Carly 24-0 94 3.9 9-19  . 4 7 4 1-2  . 5 0 0 10-14  . 7 1 4 10 7 17 0.7 14 0 1 7 2 2 29 1.2
31 COPFER, Julia 19-0 44 2.3 2-9  . 2 2 2 0-2  . 0 0 0 5-6  . 8 3 3 4 7 11 0.6 4 0 0 1 0 0 9 0.5
Team 61 73 134 17
Total.......... 34 6800 836-2144  . 3 9 0 172-633  . 2 7 2 487-683  . 7 1 3 490 861 1351 39.7 480 3 383 386 78 301 2331 68.6
Opponents...... 34 6800 799-1984  . 4 0 3 190-603  . 3 1 5 309-459  . 6 7 3 392 899 1291 38.0 638 20 412 571 102 186 2097 61.7
TEAM STATISTICS WSU OPP
SCORING 2331 2097
  Points per game 68.6 61.7
  Scoring margin +6.9 -
FIELD GOALS-ATT 836-2144 799-1984
  Field goal pct  . 3 9 0  . 4 0 3
3 POINT FG-ATT 172-633 190-603
  3-point FG pct  . 2 7 2  . 3 1 5
  3-pt FG made per game 5.1 5.6
FREE THROWS-ATT 487-683 309-459
  Free throw pct  . 7 1 3  . 6 7 3
  F-Throws made per game 14.3 9.1
REBOUNDS 1351 1291
  Rebounds per game 39.7 38.0
  Rebounding margin +1.8 -
ASSISTS 383 412
  Assists per game 11.3 12.1
TURNOVERS 386 571
  Turnovers per game 11.4 16.8
  Turnover margin +5.4 -
  Assist/turnover ratio 1.0 0.7
STEALS 301 186
  Steals per game 8.9 5.5
BLOCKS 78 102
  Blocks per game 2.3 3.0
ATTENDANCE 8819 27527
  Home games-Avg/Game 16-551 14-1078
  Neutral site-Avg/Game - 4-3108
Score by Periods 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Totals
Wright State 538 554 608 631 2331
Opponents 481 484 576 556 2097
Date Opponent Score Att.
11/11/16 at Tennessee Tech W 65-54 772
11/14/16 GRACE W 87-56 541
11/17/16 at Eastern Illinois W 71-61 209
11/19/16 at Chicago State W 71-65 125
^ 11/24/16 vs Georgetown  L 60-67 114
^ 11/25/16 vs Clemson  L 51-75 127
12/7/16 KENT STATE  L 69-79 617
12/11/16 at Illinois  L 72-76 1238
+ 12/15/16 CINCINNATI CHRISTIAN W 85-61 524
+ 12/19/16 EASTERN KENTUCKY W 85-73 391
+ 12/20/16 FORT WAYNE W 62-51 438
+ 12/21/16 MIAMI W 65-57 552
* 12/29/16 at Milwaukee W 69-51 637
* 12/31/16 at Green Bay  L 41-62 2632
* 1/5/17 YOUNGSTOWN STATE W 71-58 498
* 1/7/17 CLEVELAND STATE W 84-63 522
* 1/14/17 at Northern Kentucky W 70-63 1606
* 1/16/17 at Oakland W 73-61 688
* 1/20/17 at UIC W 73-54 576
* 1/22/17 at Valparaiso W 65-52 511
* 1/27/17 DETROIT MERCY W 77-69 612
* 1/29/17 OAKLAND W 84-66 636
* 2/4/17 NORTHERN KENTUCKY W 67-47 613
* 2/9/17 VALPARAISO W 63-48 364
* 2/11/17 UIC W 62-51 636
* 2/16/17 at Cleveland State W 65-60 259
* 2/18/17 at Youngstown State W 68-64 4270
* 2/20/17 at Detroit Mercy  L 80-85 853
* 2/24/17 GREEN BAY  L 51-58 694
* 2/26/17 MILWAUKEE W 62-52 723
# 3/4/17 vs UIC W 79-52 8481
# 3/6/17 vs Detroit Mercy  L 52-71 3708
! 3/16/17 CENTRAL MICHIGAN W 66-64 458
! 3/18/17 at Michigan  L 66-71 721
^ = San Juan Shootout (Daytona Beach, FL)
+ = Wright State Invitational Presented by Holiday Inn
* = Horizon League Game
# = Horizon League Tournament (Detroit, MI)
! = Women's NIT
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2016-17 Raider Basketball
Wright State Combined Team Statistics (as of Feb 26, 2017)
Conference games
RECORD: OVERALL HOME AWAY NEUTRAL
ALL GAMES 15-3 8-1 7-2 0-0
CONFERENCE 15-3 8-1 7-2 0-0
NON-CONFERENCE 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
Total 3-Point F-Throw Rebounds
## Player gp-gs min avg fg-fga fg% 3fg-fga 3fg% ft-fta ft% off def tot avg pf dq a to blk stl pts avg
22 WELCH, Chelsea 18-18 676 37.6 125-276  . 4 5 3 16-65  . 2 4 6 92-120  . 7 6 7 34 62 96 5.3 38 0 55 42 13 38 358 19.9
25 SMITH, Lexi 18-18 637 35.4 79-167  . 4 7 3 0-0  . 0 0 0 60-90  . 6 6 7 102 69 171 9.5 44 0 7 21 4 24 218 12.1
03 VOGELPOHL, Emily 18-18 635 35.3 70-191  . 3 6 6 17-78  . 2 1 8 33-48  . 6 8 8 24 86 110 6.1 33 0 58 41 2 42 190 10.6
12 TAYLOR, Mackenzie 18-18 592 32.9 66-188  . 3 5 1 32-113  . 2 8 3 26-38  . 6 8 4 3 41 44 2.4 40 0 37 32 5 34 190 10.6
23 SIMMONS, Symone 18-18 576 32.0 77-194  . 3 9 7 13-55  . 2 3 6 11-17  . 6 4 7 58 123 181 10.1 52 1 25 25 16 28 178 9.9
00 den HEETEN, Myrthe 18-0 182 10.1 10-43  . 2 3 3 8-30  . 2 6 7 7-9  . 7 7 8 1 15 16 0.9 11 0 4 9 1 3 35 1.9
02 HAYES, Antania 11-0 121 11.0 13-32  . 4 0 6 2-4  . 5 0 0 5-9  . 5 5 6 6 13 19 1.7 11 0 4 16 1 3 33 3.0
11 BECK, Jalise 15-0 108 7.2 4-35  . 1 1 4 0-8  . 0 0 0 6-7  . 8 5 7 3 8 11 0.7 9 0 8 5 0 1 14 0.9
33 THOMAS, Alexyse 13-0 35 2.7 2-6  . 3 3 3 0-0  . 0 0 0 1-3  . 3 3 3 3 3 6 0.5 5 0 0 2 2 0 5 0.4
24 CLODFELTER, Carly 14-0 26 1.9 1-4  . 2 5 0 0-0  . 0 0 0 2-4  . 5 0 0 0 1 1 0.1 5 0 0 3 0 1 4 0.3
31 COPFER, Julia 11-0 12 1.1 0-1  . 0 0 0 0-0  . 0 0 0 0-0  . 0 0 0 0 3 3 0.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Team 26 36 62 12
Total.......... 18 3600 447-1137  . 3 9 3 88-353  . 2 4 9 243-345  . 7 0 4 260 460 720 40.0 249 1 198 208 44 174 1225 68.1
Opponents...... 18 3600 404-1039  . 3 8 9 104-345  . 3 0 1 152-224  . 6 7 9 211 474 685 38.1 326 11 221 313 50 96 1064 59.1
TEAM STATISTICS WSU OPP
SCORING 1225 1064
  Points per game 68.1 59.1
  Scoring margin +8.9 -
FIELD GOALS-ATT 447-1137 404-1039
  Field goal pct  . 3 9 3  . 3 8 9
3 POINT FG-ATT 88-353 104-345
  3-point FG pct  . 2 4 9  . 3 0 1
  3-pt FG made per game 4.9 5.8
FREE THROWS-ATT 243-345 152-224
  Free throw pct  . 7 0 4  . 6 7 9
  F-Throws made per game 13.5 8.4
REBOUNDS 720 685
  Rebounds per game 40.0 38.1
  Rebounding margin +1.9 -
ASSISTS 198 221
  Assists per game 11.0 12.3
TURNOVERS 208 313
  Turnovers per game 11.6 17.4
  Turnover margin +5.8 -
  Assist/turnover ratio 1.0 0.7
STEALS 174 96
  Steals per game 9.7 5.3
BLOCKS 44 50
  Blocks per game 2.4 2.8
ATTENDANCE 5298 12032
  Home games-Avg/Game 9-589 9-1337
  Neutral site-Avg/Game - 0-0
Score by Periods 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Totals
Wright State 289 292 312 332 1225
Opponents 265 220 286 293 1064
Date Opponent Score Att.
* 12/29/16 at Milwaukee W 69-51 637
* 12/31/16 at Green Bay  L 41-62 2632
* 1/5/17 YOUNGSTOWN STATE W 71-58 498
* 1/7/17 CLEVELAND STATE W 84-63 522
* 1/14/17 at Northern Kentucky W 70-63 1606
* 1/16/17 at Oakland W 73-61 688
* 1/20/17 at UIC W 73-54 576
* 1/22/17 at Valparaiso W 65-52 511
* 1/27/17 DETROIT MERCY W 77-69 612
* 1/29/17 OAKLAND W 84-66 636
* 2/4/17 NORTHERN KENTUCKY W 67-47 613
* 2/9/17 VALPARAISO W 63-48 364
* 2/11/17 UIC W 62-51 636
* 2/16/17 at Cleveland State W 65-60 259
* 2/18/17 at Youngstown State W 68-64 4270
* 2/20/17 at Detroit Mercy  L 80-85 853
* 2/24/17 GREEN BAY  L 51-58 694
* 2/26/17 MILWAUKEE W 62-52 723
^ = San Juan Shootout (Daytona Beach, FL)
+ = Wright State Invitational Presented by Holiday Inn
* = Horizon League Game
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2010-11 Women’s BasketBall InvItatIonal PartIcIPant
Sitting (Left to Right): Assistant Coach Katrina Merriweather, Maria Bennett, Ta-myra Davis, Paige 
Lowe, Head Coach Mike Bradbury, LaShawna Thomas, Tanni Scott, Molly Fox, Assistant Coach Valerie 
King, Assistant Coach Harry Elifson.
Back Row (Left to Right): Director of Operations Tarah Muntz, Jess Alexander, Kayla Lamotte, 
Kirsten Gliesmann, MaRanda Boddie, Courtney Boyd, Elizabeth Kelly, Mur Hagerman, KC Elkins, 
Administrative Assistant Sara Vest.
2011-12 Women’s BasketBall InvItatIonal PartIcIPant
Front Row (Left to Right): Sarah Hunter, Abby Jump, Assistant Coach Harry Elifson, Assistant Coach 
Katrina Merriweather, Director of Operations Sara Vest, Head Coach Mike Bradbury, Administrative 
Assistant Jenni Dant, Assistant Coach Valerie King, KC Elkins, Kim Demmings.
Back Row (Left to Right): Kayla Lamotte, Mylan Woods, Breanna Stucke, Kirsten Gliesmann, Shaunda 
Sandifer, Teonia McCune, Molly Fox, Tayler Stanton, Courtney Boyd, Katrina Blackmon.
Division I Postseason Teams
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2013-14 HorIzon league tournament cHamPIons—ncaa lexIngton regIonal
Front Row (Left to Right): Director of Operations Jenni Dant, Assistant Coach Keith Freeman, JJ 
Williams, KC Elkins, Tay’ler Mingo, Head Coach Mike Bradbury, Kim Demmings, Abby Jump, Sarah 
Hunter, Assistant Coach Katrina Merriweather, Assistant Coach Valerie King.
Back Row (Left to Right): Ja’Monica Orton, Breanna Stucke, Kourtni Perry, Richelle van der Keijl, Tayler 
Stanton, Symone Denham, Courtney Boyd, Ivory James, Administrative Assistant Special Jennings.
2014-15 natIonal InvItatIon tournament PartIcIPant
Front Row (Left to Right): Assistant Coach Valerie King, Ciara Patterson, Courtney Boyd, Tay’ler 
Mingo, Head Coach Mike Bradbury, Kim Demmings, Abby Jump, JJ Williams, Assistant Coach Katrina 
Merriweather, Director of Operations Jenni Dant.
Back Row (Left to Right): Administrative Assistant Amber Gray, Jaymie Jackson, Symone Denham, 
Brandie Dawson, Breanna Stucke, Richelle van der Keijl, Tayler Stanton, Lexi Smith, Kendyl Hinton, 
Assistant Coach Keith Freeman.
Division I Postseason Teams
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2015-16 natIonal InvItatIon tournament PartIcIPant
Front Row (Left to Right): Administrative Assistant Amber Gray, Director of Operations Jenni Dant, JJ 
Williams, Symone Denham, Head Coach Mike Bradbury, Kim Demmings, Mackenzie Taylor, Assistant 
Coach Valerie King, Assistant Coach Katrina Merriweather.
Back Row (Left to Right): Assistant Coach Keith Freeman, Emily Vogelpohl, Chelsea Welch, Antania 
Hayes, Katie Simon, Richelle van der Keijl, Alexyse Thomas, Lexi Smith, Deja Turner, Symone Simmons. 
2016-17 natIonal InvItatIon tournament PartIcIPant
Front Row (Left to Right): Myrthe den Heeten, Symone Simmons, Emily Vogelpohl, Chelsea Welch, 
Head Coach Katrina Merriweather, Mackenzie Taylor, TuTu Williams, Jalise Beck, Carly Clodfelter. 
Back Row (Left to Right): Director of Operations Jenni Dant, Assistant Coach Ashley Barlow, Manager 
Rebecca Ratliff, Dasia Evans, Alexyse Thomas, Antania Hayes, Lexi Smith, Administrative Assistant 
Merideth Marsh, Assistant Coach Semeka Randall, Associate Head Coach Keith Freeman.
Division I Postseason Teams
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 MVP Raider
2016–17 Chelsea Welch Carly Clodfelter
2015–16 Kim Demmings Symone Denham
2014–15 Tay’ler Mingo Abby Jump
2013–14 Kim Demmings KC Elkins
2012–13 Kim Demmings Breanna Stucke
2011–12 Kim Demmings Molly Fox
  Shaunda Sandifer
2010–11 LaShawna Thomas Shaunda Sandifer
2009–10 LaShawna Thomas Kanisha Ward
2008–09 LaShawna Thomas Kanisha Ward
2007–08 Shey Peddy Whitney Lewis
2006–07 Brittney Whiteside Whitney Lewis
2005–06 Brittney Whiteside Whitney Lewis
2004–05 Brittney Whiteside Angie Ott
2003–04 Iesha Gray Brittney Whiteside
2002–03 Iesha Gray Katie Bussan 
2001–02 Tiffany Webb Katie Bussan
2000–01 Reggen Stewart Mandy Jelinek
1999–00 Jess Van Der Geest Jess Van Der Geest
1998–99 Reggen Stewart Jess Van Der Geest
1997–98 Jess Van Der Geest Chanda Hollingsworth
1996–97 Beth Bartram Demeka Brown
1995–96 Timothea Clemmer Heidi Beal
1994–95 Lori Collins Connie Alig
 Shelly Meadlo
1993–94 Lori Collins Connie Alig
1992–93 Peggy Yingling Tracy Nixon
1991–92 Jennifer Brigner Peggy Yingling
1990–91 Stacy Nolan Lori Brooks
1989–90 Treva Griesdorn Susan Grace
1988–89 Missy Goedde Kristin King





1982–83 Jodi Martin Jodi Martin
1981–82 Jodi Martin Jeanne Biermann
1980–81 Jodi Martin Andrea del Valle
1979–80 Jodi Martin Jeanne Biermann
1978–79 Jeanne Biermann Jody Flommersfeld
 Jackie Swenson
1977–78 Jayne Helmlinger Kim Williamson
1976–77 Cindy Mercer Sarah Butler
1975–76 Margie Coate Sarah Butler
1974–75 Margie Coate Sarah Butler
1973–74 Jeanne Keister Karen Elliott
MVPs and Raider Award Winners
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A     
Kendra Agee/03, 04, 05, 06
Caren Aiple/78
Connie Alig/91, 93, 94, 95
Jeannine Andrews/97, 98, 99, 00
Alicia Avery/06
B      
Cindy Banks/ 87, 88, 89, 90
Beth Bartram/ 96, 97, 98
Heidi Beal/93, 94, 95, 96
Jalise Beck/17
Carrie Bender/96, 97, 98, 99
Maria Bennett/09, 10, 11
Jeanne Biermann/79, 80, 81, 82
Katrina Blackmon/12
Lori Blanchard/94, 95, 96, 97
MaRanda Boddie/11
Courtney Boyd/11, 12, 14, 15
Kara Bridges/90
Jennifer Brigner/92, 93, 94, 95




Katie Bussan/00, 01, 02, 03
Sarah Butler/74, 75, 76
C     







Lori Collins/92, 93, 94, 95
Lenora Combs/99, 00
Shauna Comer/01
Steph Comisar/04, 05, 06, 07
Julia Copfer/17
Martha Corley/78, 79
Sierra Crayton/05, 06, 07, 08
Emily Curtis/96, 97, 98
D     
Michele Dalbey/94, 95, 96, 97
Ta-myra Davis/09, 10, 11
Carrie Day/97
Andrea del Valle/80, 81, 82
Kim Demmings/12, 13, 14, 16
Myrthe den Heeten/17
Symone Denham/14, 15, 16
Charné Dixon/08, 09, 10
Danielle Duncan/05, 06, 07, 08
Natalie Dunn/01
E      
Kathy Eigel/79
KC Elkins/11, 12, 13, 14
Jane Eltzroth/78
Janet Emerson/86, 87
F      
Stacey Fifer/96
Jody Flommersfeld/78, 79, 80, 81
Molly Fox/09, 10, 11, 12




Dori Glance/01, 02, 03, 04
Kirsten Gliesmann/12
Missy Goedde/87, 88, 89, 90
Mimi Goodyear/04
Sue Grace/88, 89, 90, 91
Iesha Gray/01, 02, 03, 04
Treva Griesdorn/90
H     
Karen Haban/83
Tatianna Hall/08, 09








Chanda Hollingsworth/98, 99, 00, 01
Jennifer Horn/83, 84, 85, 86
Natalie Hunter/79
Sarah Hunter/12, 14
I      
Brianna Innocent/13
J      
Lisa Jackson/85
Ivory James/13, 14
Mandy Jelinek/98, 99, 00, 01
Gina Johnson/78
Krista Jones/78, 79, 80, 81
Pam Jones/77
Abby Jump/12, 13, 14, 15
Anita Jurcenko/93, 94, 95, 96




Kristin King/87, 88, 89, 90
Pam King/74
Amber Kirk/95, 96, 97
Kristin Krueger/03
Amy Kruer/80, 81
L      
Kayla Lamotte/11, 12, 13
Debbie Leffler/83, 84, 85, 86
Gwen Lenzy/86, 87, 88, 89
Whitney Lewis/05, 06, 07, 08
Paige Lowe/08, 09, 10, 11
M     
Jodi Martin/80, 81, 82, 83
Carmen Mann/99
Heather Massengale/96, 97, 98
Rhea Mays/03, 04, 05, 06
Kathy McCloskey/77
Patty McClure/84, 85, 86
Teonia McCune/13
Vicki McDonald/77
Shelly Meadlo/92, 93, 94, 95
Cindy Mercer/76, 77, 78, 79
Jennifer Miller/88, 89, 90, 91






N     
Tracy Nixon/92, 93, 94, 95
Stacy Nolan/90, 91
O     
Ja’Monica Orton/13, 14
Angie Ott/02, 03, 04, 05





Brie Pennington/00, 01, 02
Ana Marisa Perez/06
Kourtni Perry/14
Tammy Phillips/82, 83, 84, 86
Connie Philon/76
Beth Piel/79
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All-Time Roster
R      
Jill Ransdell/02, 03
Melissa Reeves/91, 92, 93, 94
Erica Richardson/07, 08, 09, 10
Kay Rudisill/84, 86
S      
Shaunda Sandifer/11, 12
Danyelle Sawyer/00, 01, 02
Wendy Schroer/79








Tayler Stanton/13, 14, 15
Reggen Stewart/98, 99, 00, 01
La’Tonia Stiner/97, 98
Tammy Stover/87, 88
Breanna Stucke/12, 13, 14, 15
Jamie Stump/88, 89, 90, 91
Robyn Swain/02
Jackie Swenson/79, 80
T      
Mackenzie Taylor/16, 17
Melanie Taylor/90, 91, 92, 93
Alexyse Thomas/16, 17




V     
Jitka van der Bruggen/92
Richelle van der Keijl/15, 16
Jess Van Der Geest/97, 98, 99, 00
Emily Vogelpohl/16, 17
W     
Shayne Wadsworth/87, 88, 89, 90
Lois Warburg/84, 85, 86, 87






Dana Whitesel/87, 88, 89
Brittney Whiteside/04, 05, 06, 07
Amber Williams/99,00
JJ Williams/15




Y      
Peggy Yingling/89, 91, 92, 93
Terri York/74, 75
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 5. Chelsea Welch .777 2016–
 6. Tay’ler Mingo .774 2013–15
  7. Jennifer Brigner .771 1991–95
  Whitney Lewis .771 2004–08
  9. Jenny Horn .761 1982–86 
  Angie Ott .761 2001–05
Rebounds
  Player Number Years
  1. Lori Collins 897 1991–95
  2. Molly Fox 884 2008–12 
 3. Jodi Martin 868 1979–83
 4. Tayler Stanton 866 2012–15
 5. Kim Demmings 809 2011–16
  6. Nettie Carter 756 1984–88
  7. Lois Warburg 702 1983–87
 8. Jess Van Der Geest 672 1996–00
 9. Brittney Whiteside 670 2003–07
 10. Beth Bartram 649 1995–98
     
 Rebound Average
  Player Number Years
  1. Timothea Clemmer 9.8 1994–96
  2. Shaunda Sandifer 9.6 2010–12 
 3. Tayler Stanton 9.2 2012–15
 4. Terry York 8.9 1973–75
  5. Jodi Martin 8.7 1979–83
  6. Christi Hill 8.2 1980–83
  Lori Collins 8.2 1991–95
 8. Beth Bartram 8.0 1995–98  
 9. Lisa Jackson 7.9 1984–85
  10. Molly Fox 7.2 2008–12 
      
 Personal  Fouls   
  Player Number Years 
 1. Kim Demmings 375 2011–16
 2. Peggy Yingling 363 1988–93 
 3. Molly Fox 353 2008–12 
 4. Reggen Stewart 338 1997–01 
 5. Lori Collins 329 1991–95 
 6. Jess Van Der Geest 324 1996–00 
 7. Iesha Gray 304 2000–04 
 8. Erica Richardson 293 2006–10 
 9. Jodi Martin 286 1979–83 
 10. Angie Ott 268 2001–05 
     
Fouled Out   
  Player Number Years 
 1. Peggy Yingling 21 1988–93 
 2. Christi Hill 16 1980–83 
  Erica Richardson 16 2006–10 
  Molly Fox 16 2008–12 
 5. Reggen Stewart 15 1997–01 
 6. Jess Van Der Geest 13  1996–00 
  Iesha Gray 13 2000–04 
 8. Kim Demmings 12 2011–16 
 9. Sierra Crayton 11 2004–08
 10. Lori Collins 10 1991–95 
  Jeanette Woodberry 10 2003–05 
      
 Assists   
  Player Number Years 
 1. Kim Demmings 464 2011–16 
 2. Nettie Carter  446 1984–88 
  Tammy Phillips 446 1981–86 
 4. LaShawna Thomas 386 2007–11 
 5. Gwen Lenzy 375 1985–89 
 6. Debbie Leffler 363 1982–86 
 7. Kanisha Ward 354 2006–10
 8. Tay’ler Mingo 348 2013–15
 9. Brittney Whiteside 312 2003–07 
 10. Rhea Mays 281 2002–06
 
Scoring Average   
  Player Number Years 
 1. Jodi Martin 20.6 1979–83 
 2. Kim Demmings 20.0 2011–16 
 3. Tiffany Webb 19.9 2001–03
 4. Tay’ler Mingo 18.9 2013–15
 5. Chelsea Welch 18.6 2016–
 6. Jackie Swenson 15.4 1978–80 
 7. Shey Peddy 14.5 2007–09
  Ivory James 14.5 2012–14 
 9. Timothea Clemmer 14.2 1994–96 
 10. LaShawna Thomas 13.9 2007–11 
        
 Turnovers   
  Player Number Years 
 1. LaShawna Thomas 518 2007–11 
 2. Kim Demmings 467 2011–16 
 3. Lori Collins 453 1991–95 
 4. Nettie Carter 431 1984–88 
 5. Kanisha Ward 425 2006–10 
 6. Reggen Stewart 403 1997–01 
 7. Gwen Lenzy 400 1985–89
 8. Tammy Phillips 374 1981–86 
 9. Jennifer Brigner 338 1991–95 
 10. Iesha Gray 326 2000–04 
      
 Blocked Shots
  Player Number Years
  1. Christi Hill 186 1980–83
 2. Richelle van der Keijl 117 2014–16
 3. Whitney Lewis 96 2004–08
  4. Molly Fox 83 2008–12 
 5. Tayler Stanton 82 2012–15 
 6. Angie Ott 70 2001–05
 7. Lois Warburg 67 1983–87
  8. Peggy Yingling 63 1988–93
  9. Heidi Beal 61 1992–96
  10. Jodi Martin 58 1979–83
 
 Steals
  Player Number Years
  1. Gwen Lenzy 350 1985–89
  2. Nettie Carter 273 1984–88
  3. Tammy Stover 236 1986–88
  4. Lori Collins 234 1991–95 
 5. Kanisha Ward 224 2006–10 
 6. Rhea Mays 223 2002–06
 7. Brittney Whiteside 209 2003–07
 8. Kim Demmings 206 2011–16
 9. Beth Bartram 194 1995–98
  10. Debbie Leffler 189 1982–86 
       
 Minutes Played
  Player Number Years
 1. Kim Demmings 4373 2011–16
  2. LaShawna Thomas 3981 2007–11 
 3. Chanda Hollingsworth 3550 1997–01 
 4. Angie Ott 3534 2001–05
 5. Brittney Whiteside 3474 2003–07 
 6. Whitney Lewis 3396 2004–08 
 7. Kanisha Webb 3395 2006–10
 8. Nettie Carter 3361 1984–88
  Reggen Stewart 3361 1997–01
  10. Lori Collins 3301 1991–95
Season Leaders
Field Goals Made
  Player Number Year
 1. Kim Demmings 282 2013–14
 2. Jodi Martin 261 1982–83
 3. Tay’ler Mingo 250 2014–15
 4. Kim Demmings 247 2015–16
 5. Tiffany Webb 246 2002–03 
 6. Kim Demmings 229 2011–12 
 7. LaShawna Thomas 227 2010–11 
 8. Jodi Martin 225 1981–82
 9. Chelsea Welch 217 2016–17 
 10. Janet Emerson 216 1986–87 
 
 Field Goals Attempted 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Kim Demmings 669 2013–14
 2. Kim Demmings 649 2015–16
 3. LaShawna Thomas 618 2010–11
 4. Tay’ler Mingo 617 2014–15
 5. Kim Demmings 587 2011–12
 6. Kim Demmings 566 2012–13
 7. Tiffany Webb 524 2002–03
 8. Chelsea Welch 502 2016–17
 9. Jodi Martin 480 1982–83 
 10. Ivory James 466 2013–14
      
Field Goal Percentage 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Richelle van der Keijl .607 2014–15
 2. Beth Bartram .586 1995–96 
  3. Lois Warburg .572 1983–84 
 4. Ta-myra Davis .557 2008–09 
 5. Ta-myra Davis .550 2010–11
  Richelle van der Keijl .550 2015–16
 7. Tayler Stanton .549 2013–14
 8. Molly Fox .546 2010–11 
 9. Jodi Martin .544 1982–83 
  Molly Fox .544 2009–10 
      
Three-Point Field Goals Made 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Maria Bennett 92 2010–11 
 2. Courtney Boyd 85 2011–12
  Kim Demmings 85 2015–16
 4. Chanda Hollingsworth 84 2000–01
  Kim Demmings 84 2013–14
 6. Joy Westendorf 78 1993–94 
 7. Courtney Boyd 74 2014–15
 8. Chanda Hollingsworth 71 1999–00 
 9. Courtney Boyd 70 2010–11 
 10. Chanda Hollingsworth 62 1997–98 
      
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Kim Demmings 286 2015–16
 2. Maria Bennett 282 2010–11 
 3. Courtney Boyd 276 2011–12
 4. Courtney Boyd 258 2014–15
 5. Kim Demmings 248 2013–14
 6. Chanda Hollingsworth 243 2000–01 
 7. Courtney Boyd 227 2010–11 
 8. Kim Demmings 201 2012–13
 9. Chanda Hollingsworth 194 1999–00 
 10. Mackenzie Taylor 192 2016–17 
        
Free Throws Made 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Tay’ler Mingo 240 2014–15
 2. Tay’ler Mingo 178 2013–14
 3. Chelsea Welch 167 2016–17
 4. Ivory James 146 2013–14
 5. Kim Demmings 136 2013–14
 6. Tiffany Webb 132 2002–03
  Lexi Smith 132 2016–17
 8. Molly Fox 131 2011–12 
 9. LaShawna Thomas 128 2010–11 
 10. Brittney Whiteside 122 2005–06
        
Free Throws Attempted 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Tay’ler Mingo 320 2014–15
 2. Tay’ler Mingo 220 2013–14
 3. Chelsea Welch 215 2016–17
 4. Ivory James 195 2013–14
 5. Kim Demmings 189 2013–14
 6. Kim Demmings 185 2015–16
 7. Lexi Smith 184 2016–17
 8. Tiffany Webb 182 2002–03 
 9. Molly Fox 180 
Record Book
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 10. LaShawna Thomas 179 2010–11
Free Throw Percentage 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Debbie Leffler .887 1983–84 
 2. Kanisha Ward .881 2009–10 
 3. Debbie Leffler .862 1984–85 
 4. Julie Christensen .844 2000–01 
  Joy Westendorf .844 1993–94 
 6. Amy Kruer .840 1979–80 
 7. Connie Alig .838 1990–91 
 8. Peggy Yingling .835 1992–93 
 9. Whitney Lewis .824 2006–07 
 10. Sue Grace .820 1990–91 
     
Rebounds 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Tayler Stanton 362 2014–15
 2. Shaunda Sandifer 345 2011–12 
 3. Molly Fox 330 2011–12 
 4. Timothea Clemmer 316 1995–96
 5. Tayler Stanton 304 2013–14
 6. Richelle van der Keijl 302 2015–16
 7. Lexi Smith 301 2016–17
 8. Shaunda Sandifer 282 2010–11 
 9. Lois Warburg 276 1983–84 
  Molly Fox 276 2010–11 
    
Rebound Average   
  Player Number Year 
 1. Timothea Clemmer 11.7 1995–96 
 2. Margie Coate 11.5 1974–75 
 3. Terry York 11.4 1974–75 
 4. Tayler Stanton 10.6 2014–15
 5. Lois Warburg 10.2 1983–84 
 6. Shaunda Sandifer 10.1 2011–12 
 7. Molly Fox 10.0 2011–12 
 8. Cindy Mercer 9.9 1976–77 
 9. Christi Hill 9.8 1981–82 
 10. Lori Collins 9.4 1993–94 
   
Personal Fouls 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Sierra Crayton 108 2007–08 
 2. Molly Fox 104 2009–10 
 3. Kim Demmings 103 2011–12
  Kim Demmings 103 2013–14
 5. Tayler Stanton 97 2013–14
 6. Erica Richardson 95 2009–10 
  Jess Van Der Geest 95 1999–00 
 8. Peggy Yingling 94 1991–92 
  Sierra Crayton 94 2006–07
  KC Elkins 94 2013–14 
   
Fouled Out 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Molly Fox 8 2009–10 
 2. Cindy Mercer 7 1978–79 
 3. Christi Hill 6 1981–82 
   Christi Hill 6 1982–83 
  Tammy Phillips 6 1983–84 
  Peggy Yingling 6 1988–89 
   Peggy Yingling 6 1992–93 
  Chanda Hollingsworth 6 2000–01 
  Robyn Swain 6 2001–02 
  Jeanette Woodberry 6 2004–05 
  Sierra Crayton 6 2007–08 
  Erica Richardson 6 2009–10
  Kim Demmings 6 2013–14 
   
Assists  
  Player Number Year
 1. Tay’ler Mingo 196 2014–15
 2. LaShawna Thomas 184 2010–11 
 3. Tammy Phillips 169 1985–86 
 4. Tay’ler Mingo 152 2013–14
 5. Gwen Lenzy 151 1986–87 
 6. Nettie Carter 148 1986–87 
 7. Kim Demmings 147 2011–12
 8. Kim Demmings 130 2012–13
 9. Nettie Carter 127 1985–86 
 10. Kanisha Ward 125 2009–10 
       
Points   
  Player Number Year 
 1. Kim Demmings 784 2013–14
 2. Tay’ler Mingo 774 2014–15
 3. Kim Demmings 700 2015–16
 4. Tiffany Webb 674 2002–03
 5. Chelsea Welch 632 2016–17
 6. Kim Demmings 626 2011–12 
 7. LaShawna Thomas 614 2010–11
 8. Ivory James 601 2013–14
 9. Jodi Martin 588 1982–83
 10. Kim Demmings 567 2012–13 
  
Scoring Average 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Jodi Martin 24.5 1982–83 
 2. Tiffany Webb 24.1 2002–03 
 3. Tay’ler Mingo 22.8 2014–15
 4. Kim Demmings 22.4 2013–14
 5. Jodi Martin 21.1 1981–82 
 6. Jackie Swenson 20.4 1978–79
 7. Kim Demmings 20.0 2015–16
 8. Kim Demmings 19.6 2012–13
 9. LaShawna Thomas 18.6 2010–11 
  Chelsea Welch 18.6 2016–17
   
Turnovers 
  Player Number Year 
 1. LaShawna Thomas 211 2010–11 
 2. Sarah Butler 165 1976–77 
 3. Kim Demmings 154 2011–12 
 4. Gwen Lenzy 148 1986–87 
 5. Stacy Nolan 143 1990–91 
 6. Kim Demmings 142 2012–13
 7. Julie Garringer 136 1984–85 
 8. Nettie Carter 134 1986–87 
 9. Kanisha Ward 133 2009–10 
 10. Lori Collins 128 1992–93 
      
Blocked Shots 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Richelle van der Keijl 80 2015–16
 2. Christi Hill 79 1981–82 
 3. Christi Hill 62 1982–83 
 4. Christi Hill 45 1980–81 
 5. Robyn Swain 43 2001–02 
 6. Alicia Avery 39 2005–06 
 7. Whitney Lewis 37 2004–05
  Richelle van der Keijl 37 2014–15
 9. Tayler Stanton 33 2014–15
 10. Tayler Stanton 28 2013–14
  Symone Simmons 28 2016–17
Steals 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Tammy Stover 121 1987–88 
 2. Tammy Stover 115 1986–87 
 3. Tay’ler Mingo 107 2014–15
 4. Gwen Lenzy 105 1988–89 
 5. Gwen Lenzy 103 1987–88 
 6. Gwen Lenzy 101 1986–87 
 7. Shey Peddy 96 2007–08 
 8. Beth Bartram 86 1997–98 
  Shey Peddy 86 2008–09 
 10. Andrea del Valle 83 1977–78 
  
 Minutes Played 
  Player Number Year 
 1. Chelsea Welch 1230 2016–17
 2. LaShawna Thomas 1187 2010–11 
  Maria Bennett 1187 2010–11
 4. Lexi Smith 1173 2016–17
 5. Tay’ler Mingo 1156 2014–15
 6. Emily Vogelpohl 1151 2016–17
 7. Kim Demmings 1142 2013–14
 8. Ivory James 1117 2013–14
 9. Kim Demmings 1103 2015–16
 10. Kim Demmings 1100 2011–12
       
Senior Scoring 
  Player Games  Points 
 1. Tay’ler Mingo 34 774
 2. Kim Demmings 35 700
 3. LaShawna Thomas 33 614
 4. Ivory James 35 601
 5. Jodi Martin 24 588 
 6. Janet Emerson 30 537 
 7. Molly Fox 33 535 
 8. Jenny Horn 28 467 
 9. Treva Griesdorn 28 422 
 10. Reggen Stewart 27 401 
        
 Junior Scoring 
  Player Games Points
 1. Kim Demmings 35 784
 2. Chelsea Welch 34 632
 3. Tay’ler Mingo 35 529
 4. Jodi Martin 25 528 
 5. Joy Westendorf 26 448  
 6. Jenny Horn 28 447 
 7. Molly Fox 30 444
 8. Lexi Smith 34 436
 9. Tammy Stover 30 407 
 10. Timothea Clemmer 27 404 
        
 Sophomore Scoring 
  Player Games Points 
 1. Tiffany Webb 28 674
 2. Kim Demmings 29 567
 3. Jodi Martin 25 461 
 4. LaShawna Thomas 30 379 
 5. Brittney Whiteside 30 376 
 6. Beth Bartram 27 373
 7. Emily Vogelpohl 33 359
 8. Shey Peddy 29 352 
 9. Reggen Stewart 27 340 
 10. Symone Simmons 34 337 
      
 Freshman Scoring 
  Player Games  Points 
 1. Kim Demmings 34 626 
 2. Shey Peddy 30 502 
 3. Jodi Martin 26 478 
 4. Tiffany Webb 28 441 
 5. Amy Kruer 26 429 
  Jackie Swenson 21 429 
 7. Lois Warburg 27 407
 8. Emily Vogelpohl 33 351
 9. Beth Bartram 27 340 
 10. Brittney Whiteside 29 321
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Record Book, 1000 Point Club
Leading Scorers By Season  
   Tot. 3-Pt.   
Year Player G FG FG FT TP AVG
1974 Terry York 14 35  26 96 6.9
1975 Margie Coate 14 —  — 171 12.2
1976 Connie Philon 15 —  — 211 14.0
1977 Cindy Mercer 17 82  35 199 11.7
1978 Jayne Helmlinger 20 92  50 234 11.7
1979 Jackie Swenson 21 174  81 429 20.4
1980 Jodi Martin 26 203  72 478 18.4
1981 Jodi Martin 25 201  59 461 18.4
1982 Jodi Martin 25 225  78 528 21.1
1983 Jodi Martin 24 261  66 588 24.5
1984 Lois Warburg 27 167  73 407 15.1
1985 Jenny Horn 28 190  67 447 16.0
1986 Jenny Horn 28 201  65 467 16.7
1987 Janet Emerson 30 216  105 537 17.9
1988 Tammy Stover 27 166 3 58 393 14.9
1989 Missy Goedde 26 125 18 83 351 13.5
1990 Treva Griesdorn 28 164 18 76 422 15.1
1991 Lori Brooks 28  90 14 43 237 8.5
1992 Peggy Yingling 28 100 0 76 276 9.9
1993 Peggy Yingling 27 121 0 81 323 12.0
1994 Joy Westendorf 26 158 78 54 448 17.2
1995 Timothea Clemmer 27 166 0 72 404 15.0
1996 Timothea Clemmer 27 131 0 101 363 13.4 
1997 Beth Bartram 27 135 2 101 373 13.8 
1998 Beth Bartram 27 112 2 68 294 10.9 
1999 Reggen Stewart 27 139 2 60 340 12.6 
2000 Reggen Stewart 28 131 1 86 349 12.5 
2001 Reggen Stewart 27 156 5 84 401 14.9 
2002 Tiffany Webb 28 152 40 97 441 15.8 
2003 Tiffany Webb 28 246 50 132 674 24.1 
2004 Brittney Whiteside 29 125 1 70 321 11.1 
2005 Brittney Whiteside 30 141 1 93 376 12.5 
2006 Brittney Whiteside 28 129 10 122 390 13.9 
2007 Brittney Whiteside 24 112 23 79 326 13.6 
2008 Shey Peddy 30 171 48 112 502 16.7 
2009 LaShawna Thomas 30 159 28 33 379 12.6
2010 LaShawna Thomas 30 142 24 55 363 12.1
2011 LaShawna Thomas 33 227 32 128 614 18.6 
2012 Kim Demmings 34 229 60 108 626 18.4
2013 Kim Demmings 29 202 55 108 567 19.6
2014 Kim Demmings 35 282 84 136 784 22.4
2015 Tay’ler Mingo 34 250 34 240 774 22.8
2016 Kim Demmings 35 247 85 121 700 20.0
2017 Chelsea Welch 34 217 31 167 632 18.6
Leading Rebounders By Season
Year Player G REB AVG
1974 Terry York 14 88 6.3
1975 Terry York 14 162 11.5
1976 Connie Philon 15 120 8.0
1977 Cindy Mercer 17 169 9.9
1978 Krista Jones 20 158 7.9
 Caren Aiple 20 158 7.9
1979 Jeanne Biermann 23 176 7.7
1980 Amy Kruer 26 226 8.7
1981 Jodi Martin 25 220 8.8
1982 Christi Hill 26 225 9.8
1983 Jodi Martin 24 199 8.3
1984 Lois Warburg 27 276 10.2
1985 Lisa Jackson 28 221 7.9
1986 Jenny Horn 28 218 7.8
1987 Janet Emerson 30 253 8.4
1988 Nettie Carter 24 173 7.2
1989 Gwen Lenzy 28 161 5.8
1990 Treva Griesdorn 28 164 5.4
1991 Micki Harris 26 147 5.7
1992 Lori Collins 28 220 7.9
1993 Lori Collins    27 202 7.5
1994 Lori Collins 27 254 9.4
1995 Lori Collins 27 221 8.2
1996 Timothea Clemmer 27 316 11.7 
1997 Beth Bartram 27 203 7.5 
1998 Beth Bartram 27 234 8.7 
1999 Jess Van Der Geest 26 183 7.0
2000 Jess Van Der Geest 26 203 7.3 
2001 Reggen Stewart 27 197 7.3 
2002 Robyn Swain 28 197 7.0 
2003 Katie Bussan 28 141 5.0 
2004 Brittney Whiteside 29 136 4.7 
2005 Brittney Whiteside 30 220 7.3
2006 Brittney Whiteside 28 182 6.5 
2007 Brittney Whiteside 24 132 5.5 
2008 Sierra Crayton 32 157 4.9 
2009 Ta-myra Davis 31 170 5.5
2010 Ta-myra Davis 28 166 5.9
2011 Shaunda Sandifer 31 282 9.1
 Molly Fox 30 276 9.2 
2012 Shaunda Sandifer 34 345 10.1
2013 Tayler Stanton 27 200 7.4
2014 Tayler Stanton 33 304 9.2
2015 Tayler Stanton 34 362 10.6
2016 Richelle van der Keijl 35 302 8.6
2017 Symone Simmons 34 306 9.0 
1000 Point Club
 Player Games Fr. So. Jr. Sr. Total Avg.
 1. Kim Demmings (2011–16) 134 626 567 784 700 2677 20.0 
 2. Jodi Martin (1979–83) 100 478 461 528 588 2055 20.6
 3. LaShawna Thomas (2007–11) 119 297 379 363 614 1653 13.9
 4. Molly Fox (2008–12) 122 199 259 444 535 1437 11.8 
 5. Brittney Whiteside (2003–07) 111 321 376 390 326 1413 12.7
 6. Jenny Horn (1982–86) 106 144 249 447 467 1307 12.3
 7. Tay’ler Mingo (2013–15) 69 DNP DNP 529 774 1303 18.9
 8. Reggen Stewart (1997–01) 109 187 340 349 401 1277 11.7
 9. Lois Warburg (1983–87) 111 407 235 271 316 1229 11.1
 10. Debbie Leffler (1982–86) 107 237 313 307 283 1140 10.7
 11. Whitney Lewis (2004–08) 108 266 289 239 323 1117 10.3
 12. Tiffany Webb (2001–03) 56 441 674 DNP DNP 1115 19.9
 13. Lori Collins (1991–95) 109 233 248 316 311 1108 10.2
 14. Peggy Yingling (1988–93) 114 275 233 276 323 1107 9.7
 15. Nettie Carter (1984–88) 110 230 218 400 256 1104 10.4
 16. Chanda Hollingsworth (1997–01) 108 273 220 262 310 1065 9.9
 17. Jess Van Der Geest (1996–00) 108 211 267 264 312 1054 9.8
 18. Jeanne Biermann (1978–82) 98 273 230 216 320 1039 10.6
 19. Angie Ott (2001–05) 115 221 242 281 274 1018 8.9
 20. Beth Bartram (1995–98) 81 340 373 294 DNP 1007 12.4
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2003 Pat Davis *
2005 Lori Collins
2006 Nettie Carter
   * Coach
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 DATE WSU  OPP
 1/12  40 at Rio Grande  35
 1/19 27 at Wittenberg 49
 1/22 18 at Cedarville 68
 1/29 15 at Mount St. Joseph 75
 1/31 14 Cincinnati  59
 2/2 39 Ohio Wesleyan 43 
 2/4 35 Dayton 53
 2/7 36 Central State  74
 2/11 22 Dayton *  53
 2/14 28 at Capital  35
 2/16 48 at Muskingum  54
 2/21 30 at Central State  71
 2/23 29 Otterbein  51
 2/26 20 at Kenyon  36




 DATE WSU  OPP
 1/11 36 at Bowling Green  86
 1/18 68 Rio Grande  46
 1/21 35 Mount St. Joseph  52 
 1/23 35 at Cincinnati  75
 1/25 53 Wittenberg  57
 1/29 42 Cedarville  70
 2/1 48 at Ohio Wesleyan  49
 2/3 43 at Dayton  79
 2/6 55 at Wilmington  18
 2/10 46 at Capital *  58
 2/13 37 Capital  49
 2/15 67 Otterbein  21
 2/17 43 Ohio Dominican  39
 2/24 69 at Central State  86




 DATE WSU  OPP
 1/13 93 at Wittenberg  51
 1/17 85 at Rio Grande   42
 1/20 64 at Mount St. Joseph  79
 1/22 52 Cincinnati  69
 1/24 62 Capital  51
 1/27 54 at Cedarville  65
 1/31 63 Ohio Wesleyan  48
 2/2 71 Dayton  76
 2/9 50 at Dayton *  72
 2/12 63 Wilmington  19
 2/14 63 at Otterbein  48
 2/16 51 at Ohio Dominican  55
 2/18 66 Heidelberg  40
 2/21 49 at Miami  59
 2/23 74 Central State  73
 3/5 46 Malone #  41
 3/6 51 Cedarville #  61
 * Ohio Valley League Tournament




 DATE WSU  OPP
 1/8 64 Rio Grande  77
 1/13 74 Wittenberg  45
 1/20 47 at Cincinnati  84
 1/22 49 at Capital  53
 1/25 49 Cedarville  63
 1/26 54 at Dayton  88
 2/3 61 at Wilmington  58
 2/7 35 at Dayton *  79
 2/11 41 Mount St. Joseph  75
 2/12 36 at Xavier  44
 2/15 59 Ohio Dominican  55
 2/17 67 Urbana  37
 2/19 63 Cleveland State  60
 2/21 45 at Central State  78
 2/24 45 Miami  75
 2/26 33 Ohio Northern  73
 3/1 60 Ohio   83




 DATE WSU  OPP
 1/6 69 at Sinclair *  44
 1/7 70 Mott *  75
 1/10 85 Sinclair  30
 1/13 57 at Ohio  59
 1/14 56 at Rio Grande  57
 1/17 57 at Mount St. Joseph  70
 1/24 75 Central State  48
 1/31 58 at Cedarville  59
 2/2 67 Xavier  43
 2/4 70 Toledo  44
 2/6 75 Wittenberg #  31
 2/7 56 Cedarville #  59
 2/11 42 Akron  47
 2/15 35 at Miami  85
 2/18 43 at Cleveland State  63
 2/20 69 Defiance  60
 2/24 73 at Wittenberg  37
 2/25 60 Ohio Northern  52
 3/3 71 Dayton  76
 3/4 77 at Ohio Dominican  44
 * Sinclair Tournament




 DATE WSU  OPP
 12/13 67 at Xavier  64
 1/3 25 at Dayton  76
 1/6 65 at Akron  56
 1/9 47 Ohio  69
 1/12 46 Cleveland State  63
 1/13 74 Rio Grande  67
 1/16 77 at Capital  57
 1/20 73 Ohio Dominican  62
 1/23 65 at Central State  63
 1/26 60 Kent State   98
 1/30 71 Cedarville  57
 2/1 93 at Capital *  82
 2/3 55 at Toledo  63
 2/5 81 Cedarville *  63
 2/7 72 Mount St. Joseph *  87
 2/9 82 Mount St. Joseph  103
 2/15 65 at Ashland  66
 2/17 50 Youngstown State  63
 2/20 67 Wittenberg  51
 2/23 63 at Defiance  72
 2/24 74 at Ohio Northern 100
 3/1 41 Defiance #  80
 3/2 57 Wooster #  59
 * Ohio Valley League Tournament




 DATE WSU  OPP
 12/1 72 Malone  68
 12/8 78 Taylor  53
 12/12 83 at Ohio Dominican  60
 12/15 84 Xavier  57
 12/22 67 Bellarmine  66
 12/28 65 Cedarville *  73
 12/29 83 Central State *   57
 1/5 103 Capital  40
 1/9 88 Bowling Green  83
 1/12 78 Defiance  65
 1/15 84 Ashland  86
 1/18 66 at Ohio  71
 1/19 97 Rio Grande (ot) 100
 1/22 90 Central State   64
 1/26 56 at Kent State  72
 1/29 88 at Cedarville  72
 2/1 86  Akron  61
 2/4 86 Ohio Northern  72
 2/6 82 at Wittenberg  44
 2/9 58 at Cleveland State  69
 2/16 91 Toledo  62
 2/18 82 at Mount St. Joseph  74
 2/21 58 Cincinnati  89
 2/29 90 Mount St. Joseph #  56
 3/1 48 Dayton #  86
 3/6 80 Charleston @  99
 * Wright State Invitational
 # OAISW State Tournament




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/29 71 at Malone  76
 12/3 78 Bowling Green  74
 12/6 86 Wilberforce  34
 12/13 61 at Akron  77
 12/16 90 at Xavier  76
 12/29 77 Franklin *  73
 12/30 56 Green Bay *  74
 1/6 88 at Bellarmine (ot)  93
 1/10 68 at Defiance  72
 1/15 80 at Central Florida  79
 1/16 64 Missouri State +  63
 1/17 82 at Tampa (ot) +  81
 1/22 72 at Central State  63
 1/28 79 Cedarville  41
 1/31 91 Ohio Dominican  52
 2/5 88 Wittenberg  31
 2/7 69 at Youngstown State  75
 2/10 60 Ohio  67
 2/11 77 Dayton  75
 2/14 70 Cleveland State  72
 2/17 102 Mount St. Joseph  77
 2/21 80 at Toledo  67
 2/24 79 at Cincinnati  87
 3/6 89 Akron #  83
 3/7 58 at Dayton #  87
 * Wright State Invitational
 +  Tampa Invitational




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/28 74 Malone  69
 12/5 96 Charleston  84
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 12/9 66 Xavier  72
 12/12 69 Akron (ot)  70
 12/16 75 at Indiana Tech  66
 12/19 51 at Bowling Green  87
 12/28 84 Franklin *  73
 12/29 76 Green Bay *  69
 1/4 74 IUPUI  51
 1/6 55 at Indianapolis     73
 1/9 76 Defiance  55
 1/16 68 Georgetown (ot)  70
 1/20 54 Northern Kentucky  78
 1/22 49 Milwaukee #  58
 1/23 55 Southeast Missouri State# 80
 1/28 66 at Cedarville  52
 1/30 80 Bellarmine  57
 2/1 77 Central State  62
 2/6 89 Youngstown State  71
 2/10 50 at Northern Kentucky  62
 2/13 67 at Cleveland State  58
 2/16 72 at Mount St. Joseph  47
 2/24 59 Toledo  71
 2/27 79 Ball State  70
 3/5 58 Xavier @  66
 3/6 65 Akron @  68
 * Wright State Invitational
 # Eastern Illinois Tournament




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/27 68 at Malone  72
 12/4 58 at Charleston  73
 12/11 77 Marietta  33
 12/17 67 at Toledo  79
 12/18 61 at Bowling Green  62
 12/21 87 Fort Wayne  67
 12/29 90 Indiana Tech *  78
 12/30 76 Ferris State *  69
 1/5 79 at Defiance  63
 1/8 68 at IUPUI  63
 1/14 70 at Eastern Illinois #  79 
 1/15 71 Evansville #  75
 1/19 91 Indianapolis     78
 1/24 68 at Georgetown  67
 1/26 64 Northern Kentucky  72
 1/29  73 Air Force  59
 2/5  62 Butler  83
 2/9  75 at Xavier  69
 2/12  65 Cleveland State  94
 2/14  74 at Central State  75
 2/16  86 Mount St. Joseph  66
 2/19  69 at Akron  73
 2/24  57 Dayton  72
 2/26  66 at Bellarmine  95
 3/5  59 at Northern Kentucky  71
 * Wright State Invitational




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/26 79 Otterbein  66
 12/3 77 at Ashland  70
 12/6 72 at Fort Wayne  83
 12/9 51 at Southern Indiana  53
 12/10 70 at Kentucky Wesleyan  71
 12/17 69 at Wayne State  72
 12/19 81 Walsh  70
 12/21 79 Defiance  75
 12/27 84 Indiana Tech *  52
 12/28 60 Bellarmine *  72
 1/4 59 Heidelberg  54
 1/7 61 Kentucky State  70
 1/11 91 IUPUI  49
 1/13 74 at St. Joseph’s (IN)  70
 1/14 82 at Marian  72
 1/18 91 at Indiana Tech  79
 1/21 86 Georgetown  63
 1/25 66 at Indianapolis     76
 1/28 69 Northern Kentucky  64
 2/4 60 at Dayton  95
 2/8 61 at Kentucky State  64
 2/11 69 SIU Edwardsville  61
 2/14 72 at Mount St. Joseph  62
 2/18 89 at Butler  70
 2/22 88 Central State  71
 2/25 93 Bellarmine  87
 3/3 65 at Northern Kentucky  83




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/24 77 Bluffton  58
 11/28 73 Ashland  72
 12/1 76 at Heidelberg  67
 12/5 71 at Walsh  75
 12/8 67 Southern Indiana  51
 12/15 92 Kentucky Wesleyan  44
 12/19 79 Lewis  77
 12/21 96 Marian  68
 12/28 77 Fort Wayne *  71
 12/29 57 Bellarmine *  63
  1/3 77 Wayne State  71
  1/5  55 Kentucky State  57
  1/7 73 Fort Wayne  72
  1/11 71 Gannon #  62
  1/12 73 at Davis and Elkins #  84
  1/13 78 Norfolk State #  75
  1/15 82 at IUPUI  85
  1/19 66 at Georgetown  85
  1/26 54 Northern Kentucky  82
  2/1 59 at St. Louis  50
  2/2 66 at SIU Edwardsville  70
  2/6 72 Indiana Tech  71
  2/9 64 at Kentucky State  75
  2/11 87 St. Joseph’s (IN)  59 
  2/18 68 Indianapolis     72
  2/23 78  Central State  66
  2/27 72 at Bellarmine  81
  3/2 68 at Northern Kentucky  78
 * Wright State Invitational




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/22 65 Taylor  44
 11/27 71 Walsh  62
 11/30 55 at Ashland  51
 12/4 82 Heidelberg  44
 12/7 61 Northern Kentucky  63
 12/13 59 at Southern Indiana  68
 12/14 69 at Kentucky Wesleyan  48
 12/21 67 at Lewis  64
 12/27 59 Northern Michigan *  71
 12/28 75 Slippery Rock *  68
 1/2 82 IUPUI  55
 1/4 70 Kentucky State  39
 1/6 77 at Fort Wayne  80
 1/10 81 Philadelphia Textile #  79
 1/11 61 Campbellsville #  63
 1/12 72 District of Columbia #  67
 1/18 59 Georgetown  61
 1/21 59 at Wayne State  60
 1/25 58 St. Louis  55
 1/30 87 Urbana  37
 2/1 71 SIU Edwardsville  64
 2/5 70 at St. Joseph’s (IN) (ot)  71
 2/8 58 at Kentucky State  54
 2/15 67 Indiana Tech  38
 2/19 63 at Northern Kentucky  68
 2/22 84 Edinboro  55
 2/26 69 Bellarmine  64 
 3/1 61 at Indianapolis  78
 * Wright State Invitational




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/26 62 at Walsh  50
 11/29 82 Southern Indiana  81
 12/4 94 Cedarville  44
 12/8 89 Michigan-Dearborn  53
 12/10 66 Ashland  68
 12/13 67 Northern Kentucky  68
 12/16 81 Lewis  66
 12/19 68 Edinboro *  50
 12/20 81 SIU Edwardsville *  75
 12/30 75 at Grand Valley State  58
 1/3 93 Kentucky State  57
 1/6 67 Kentucky Wesleyan  52
 1/9 90 Liberty (ot) #  85
 1/10 77 Bloomsburg #  55
 1/11 96 District of Columbia #  91
 1/15 65 Oakland  60
 1/17 92 Indiana Tech  80
 1/21 80 Indianapolis  74
 1/24 86 at Georgetown  58
 1/31 75 at SIU Edwardsville (ot)  81
 2/4 105 St. Joseph’s (IN)  86
 2/7 59 at Northern Kentucky  78
 2/10 87 Wayne State  42
 2/14 94 Fort Wayne  55
 2/17 61 Central State  60
 2/21 64 at Kentucky State  53
 2/25 63 at Bellarmine  66
 2/28 74 Quincy  58
 3/7 80 Bellarmine @  67
 3/10 63 Northern Kentucky @  74
 * Wright State Invitational
 # Davis and Elkins Mountain Classic





 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/27 44 Western Michigan *  70
 11/28 59 St. Louis *  66
 12/4 61 Michigan State #  67
 12/5 67 Cleveland State #  51
 12/9 79 Brooklyn  36
 12/12 80 at UIC  42
 12/15 58 at Indiana State  63
 12/19 62 Eastern Michigan  64
 12/21 60 at Louisville  78
 12/28 39 Cincinnati  56
 12/30 72 Grand Valley State  62
 1/2 69 Ohio  59
 1/4 61 Evansville   57
All-Time Results
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 1/6 62 Xavier  48
 1/9 88 Niagara  55
 1/13 65 Butler  56
 1/16 59 at Chicago State  41
 1/20 67 at Youngstown State  83
 1/23 72 Indiana Tech  61
 1/28 88 at UMES  76
 1/30 75 at UMBC  70
 2/6 83 Chicago State  43
 2/8 83 Morehead State  85
 2/13 57 at Cleveland State  60
 2/20 80 UMBC  74
 2/25 61 at Butler  66
 2/27 69 Akron  64
 3/2 65 at Miami   52
 *  Bradley Classic




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/26 76 Indiana Tech  43
 12/3 49 at Eastern Michigan  65
 12/8 58 at Canisius  69
 12/10 46 at Niagara  56
 12/14 75 UIC  74
 12/16 41 at Akron  49
 12/19 53 Louisville  65
 12/21 67 Cleveland State  44
 12/27 47 Robert Morris *  56
 12/28 66 Hofstra *  76
 12/29 61 Northeastern *  63
 1/4 49 at Evansville  57
 1/7 58 Indiana State  63
 1/10 70 at Xavier  66
 1/17 80 Wayne State  63
 1/21 75 Niagara  72
 1/25 48 Miami  60
 1/28 72 at Chicago State  50
 2/1 69 at Ohio  71
 2/4 66 Canisius  67
 2/8 59 Eastern Kentucky  62
 2/11 54 at Oakland  87
 2/15 49 at Morehead State  67
 2/18 86 Chicago State  65
 2/20 64 Butler  70
 2/22 41 at Cincinnati  63
 2/25 70 at UMBC  56
 3/1 65 Youngstown State  53




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/25 57 Canisius  75
 12/2 45 South Carolina *  86
 12/3 49 Ball State *  85
 12/7 45 Eastern Michigan  71
 12/9 49 Vanderbilt #  88
 12/10 47 at Marshall #  92
 12/13 54 Akron  55
 12/16 50 Bradley  64
 12/18 50 at Louisville  70
 12/27 57 at LaSalle @  84
 12/28 64 Colgate @  71
 12/29 65 Lehigh @  88
 1/4 55 at Dayton  93
 1/6 75 Evansville  76
 1/8 60 Xavier  70
 1/13 68 MD-Baltimore County  71
 1/15 66 at Youngstown State  87
 1/17 46 at Miami  83
 1/20 85 Eastern Illinois  94
 1/25 63 at UIC  51
 1/31 63 Morehead State  76
 2/3 68 at Eastern Kentucky  84
 2/5 76 at Valparaiso  85
 2/15 61 Cincinnati  76
 2/17 71 Niagara  61
 2/21 46 Ohio  68
 2/24 58 at Cleveland State  54
 2/26 53 at Butler  80
 * Northern Illinois Invitational
 # Marshall Lady Herd Classic
 @ LaSalle Invitational
1990–91
4-24, 3-11 North Star
Coach: Terry Hall
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/24 50 Youngstown State  67
 11/27 52 Butler  64
 12/2 50 Marshall  61
 12/5 45 Eastern Kentucky  83
 12/8 53 Eastern Michigan  62
 12/10 55 at Cincinnati  61
 12/15 48 at Eastern Illinois  66
 12/17 61 at Evansville  64
 12/22 42 Miami  74
 1/2 76 Dayton  63
 1/5 61 at Xavier  80
 1/8 63 DePaul *  76
 1/12 75 UIC *  53
 1/17 52 at Northern Illinois *  91
 1/19 50 at Green Bay *  83
 1/25 54 Akron *  59
 1/27 81 Cleveland State *  54
 1/31 69 at Valparaiso *  84
 2/2 55 Milwaukee  73
 2/8 58 at DePaul *  78
 2/10 48 at UIC *  53
 2/14 55 Northern Illinois *  86
 2/17 61 Green Bay *  73
 2/21 75 at Akron *  65
 2/23 67 at Cleveland State *  74
 2/27 50 at Morehead State   84
 3/2 69 Valparaiso *  90
 3/7 61 DePaul #  72
 * North Star Conference Game
 # North Star Conference Tournament 
  (Green Bay, WI)
1991–92
8-20, 5-7 North Star
Coach: Terry Hall
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/22 54 at Eastern Kentucky  81
 11/26 45 Morehead State  77
 12/6 41 Iowa +  87
 12/7 55 Austin Peay +  53
 12/12 48 Eastern Illinois   69
 12/14 49 Xavier  82
 12/18 55 Cincinnati  64
 12/20 44 Clemson #  72
 12/21 62 Wagner #  76
 12/28 64 at Youngstown State  83
 12/30 76 at Miami  92
 1/6 84 Evansville  78
 1/10 59 at UIC *  45
 1/16 53 Green Bay *  59
 1/18 72 Northern Illinois *  82
 1/24 70 at Akron *  62
 1/26 72 at Cleveland State * (ot)   78
 1/30 79 Indiana State  71
 2/1 84 Valparaiso *  69
 2/6 66 at Dayton  82
 2/8 65 UIC *  62
 2/13 60 at Green Bay *  77
 2/15 54 at Northern Illinois * 103
 2/19 50 at Marshall  74
 2/22 66 Akron *  70 
 2/24 82 Cleveland State *  69
 2/27 68 at Valparaiso *  95
 3/5 68 Cleveland State %  83
 + Mid-America Classic
 # South Florida Tournament
 * North Star Conference Game
 % North Star Conference Tournament 




 DATE WSU  OPP
 12/1 44 at Indiana  88
 12/5 70 Morehead State  63
 12/8 71 Marshall  57
 12/10 53 Miami  65
 12/13 51 at Cincinnati  66
 12/17 54 Dayton  58
 12/19 70 Austin Peay  65
 12/29 38 Missouri  77
 12/31 54 at Xavier  77
 1/6 68 Valparaiso *  70
 1/9 45 at UIC *  64
 1/14 65 Eastern Illinois *  54
 1/16 59 at Youngstown State *  66
 1/18 69 at Cleveland State *  66
 1/20 95 Western Illinois *  72
 1/28 65 at Green Bay *  70
 1/30 61 at Northern Illinois *  78
 2/4 70 at Indiana State  59
 2/7 75 at Eastern Illinois *  58
 2/9 87 at Valparaiso * 125
 2/13 60 UIC *  75
 2/18 83 Cleveland State *  93
 2/20 62 Youngstown State *  66
 2/25 79 at Western Illinois *  57
 3/4 49 Green Bay *  53
 3/6 51 Northern Illinois *  77
 3/11 60 at Green Bay #  76
 * Mid-Continent Conference Game
 # Mid-Continent Conference Tournament 




 DATE WSU  OPP 
 12/1 65 Indiana  83
 12/6 62 at Austin Peay  53
 12/8 75 at Evansville  71
 12/11 68 Cincinnati  58
 12/17 40 at Western Kentucky  79
 12/20 61 at Dayton  62
 12/22 78 at Morehead State  52
 12/30 61 at Western Illinois *  68
 1/3 57 at Northern Illinois *  82
 1/6 60 Milwaukee *  53
 1/8 55 Green Bay *  62
 1/13 80 at Cleveland State *  57
 1/15 82 at Youngstown State *  70
 1/20 81 Chicago State  67
 1/22 71 Eastern Illinois *  56
 1/27 77 Valparaiso *  80
 1/30 46 UIC *  58
 2/3 67 Western Illinois *  75
All-Time Results
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 2/5 58 Northern Illinois *  83
 2/10 93 at Milwaukee * (2 ot)  91
 2/12 45 at Green Bay *  75
 2/17 70 Cleveland State *  74
 2/19 54 Youngstown State *  62
 2/26 68 at Eastern Illinois *  54
 3/3 74 at Valparaiso *  86
 3/5 79 at UIC *  70
 3/10 58 at Northern Illinois #  74
 * Mid-Continent Conference Game
 # Mid-Continent Conference 




DATE WSU  OPP 
 11/30  49 Western Kentucky  67
 12/3  67 Youngstown State  62 
 12/5   67 at Chicago State  56
 12/10  67 Eastern Kentucky  60
 12/13  69  at Cincinnati        54
 12/17  75 Pacific +  58
 12/18  49 at Wichita State +       68
 12/21  60  at Marshall             64
 12/30  73 Detroit Mercy * (ot)    74 
  1/5  73  Dayton                 71 
  1/7  41 Notre Dame *           76
  1/12  56  at La Salle *          69
  1/14  69 at Cleveland State *   61
  1/19  48  at Notre Dame *     67 
  1/21  70 Xavier *       83
  1/25  73 Northern Illinois *  70
  1/28  84  at Loyola * (ot)  95
  2/2   58 at Butler *         69
  2/4  50 at UIC *  56
  2/9  39 Green Bay *  50 
  2/10  69 Milwaukee *        35
  2/15  55 Louisville             57
  2/18  59  at Xavier *        69 
  2/23  74  La Salle *              80
  2/26  83 Cleveland State *  67
  3/1  67 at Detroit Mercy *      54 
  3/5   69  at Xavier #  78
 + Pizza Hut Shocker Shootout              
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/25 74 Chicago State 61
 11/28 79 Miami (2 ot) 75
 12/2 80 at Youngstown State 88
 12/5 66 at Eastern Kentucky 63
 12/8 59 Wichita State 67
 12/13 61 Cincinnati (ot) 56
 12/16 71 Morehead State 68
 12/18 65 at Louisville 67
 12/21 67 Marshall 64
 12/29 55 at Dayton 61
 1/4 52 Loyola * 63
 1/6 66 at Detroit Mercy * 70
 1/10 62 at UIC * 70
 1/13 60 Green Bay * 64
 1/15 63 Milwaukee * 62
 1/21 66 Butler * 54
 1/27 67 at Cleveland State * 80
 2/1 71 Northern Illinois * 81
 2/3 52 UIC * 64
 2/8 45 at Green Bay * 70
 2/10 60 at Milwaukee * 47
 2/16 71 at Butler * 95
 2/21 69 Cleveland State * 61
 2/24 67 at Northern Illinois * 81
 2/28 78 at Loyola * 59
 3/3 69 Detroit Mercy * 76
 3/7 64 Butler # 70
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/26 67 Youngstown State 85
 11/30 56 at Chicago State 78
 12/4 51 Eastern Kentucky 76
 12/7 41 at Miami 66
 12/10 54 Dayton 68
 12/14 39 at Hawaii + 76
 12/15 45 Mississippi + 76
 12/28 70 at Morehead State 66
 12/30 49 at Cincinnati 81
 1/2 41 Cleveland State * 51
 1/4 55 at Loyola * (2 ot) 59
 1/6 65 at UIC * (ot) 74
 1/9 46 Detroit Mercy * 56
 1/11 37 at Green Bay * 69
 1/13 56 at Milwaukee * 81
 1/18 46 Butler * 72
 1/29 61 at Northern Illinois * 65
 2/1 66 UIC * 41
 2/6 55 Green Bay * 62
 2/8 60 Milwaukee * 44
 2/13 60 at Butler * 71
 2/18 68 West Virginia 60
 2/20 63 at Cleveland State * 64
 2/23 67 Northern Illinois * 54
 2/27 71 Loyola * 62
 3/1 60 at Detroit Mercy * 99
 3/6 47 Detroit Mercy # 86
 + Hawaii Invitational
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference  
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/16 51 at West Virginia 69
 11/20 47 at Akron 64
 11/22 55 at Youngstown State 63
 11/26 73 Louisville 86
 11/29 98 Morehead State 75
 12/6 50 at Miami 56
 12/10 59 at Dayton 71
 12/13 70 Chicago State 60
 12/19 62 Belmont + 55
 12/20 46 at Indiana + 68
 12/22 73 at Ball State 64
 12/31 66 Eastern Michigan 68
 1/5 49 Detroit Mercy* 58
 1/8 44 at Green Bay * 52
 1/10 60 at Milwaukee * 68
 1/15 70 UIC * 37
 1/17 69 Loyola * 41
 1/24 47 at Butler * 72
 1/29 56 at Detroit Mercy * 93
 1/31 70 at Cleveland State * 86
 2/5 56 Milwaukee * 42
 2/7 44 Green Bay * 46
 2/12 54 at Loyola * 60
 2/14 52 at UIC * 50
 2/21 64 Butler * 82
 2/26 57 Cleveland State * 47
 3/5 56 Cleveland State # 63
 + Hampton Inn/Fazoli’s Classic 
  (Bloomington, IN)
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference  
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/14 66 at Youngstown State 76
 11/17 57 at Xavier 89
 11/21 65 Canisius 59
 11/25 42 at Cincinnati 66
 12/5 62 Miami 63
 12/9 54 Dayton 75
 12/11 48 Indiana + 80
 12/12 67 at Stetson + 61
 12/18 56 at Louisville 89
 12/21 62 Ball State 54
 12/29 88 at Morehead State 64
 1/7 45 Green Bay * 71
 1/9 66 Milwaukee * 50
 1/12 52 at Loyola * 61
 1/14 60 at UIC * 55
 1/19 63 at Denver 74
 1/23 43 Butler * 78
 1/28 52 Detroit Mercy * 74
 1/30 63 Cleveland State * 76
 2/4 41 at Milwaukee * 56
 2/6 43 at Green Bay * 68
 2/11 87 Loyola * (2 ot) 82
 2/13 50 UIC * 52
 2/20 66 at Butler * 81
 2/25 66 at Cleveland State * 72
 2/27 51 at Detroit Mercy * 63
 3/4 52 Green Bay # 64
 + Hatter Classic (DeLand, FL)
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/20 46 at Dayton 69
 11/23 56 Xavier 73
 11/26 49 at Colorado + 76
 11/27 44 Washington State + 66
 12/1 52 Miami 72
 12/6 69 Morehead State 64
 12/9 62 at St. Bonaventure 63
 12/11 43 at Canisius 62
 12/15 60 Denver 64
 12/18 69 Indiana State 61
 12/20 60 at Ball State 70
 12/30 73 Youngstown State (ot) 79
 1/13 49 UIC * 63
 1/15 77 Loyola * 65
 1/22 66 at Butler * 53
 1/27 33 at Detroit Mercy * 48
 1/29 67 at Cleveland State * 62
 2/3 65 Milwaukee * (ot) 71
 2/5 57 Green Bay * 72
 2/10 50 at Loyola * 59
 2/12 61 at UIC * 68
 2/17 58 Butler * 53
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 2/24 64 Cleveland State * 72
 2/26 84 Detroit Mercy * 71
 3/2 49 at Green Bay * 59
 3/4 68 at Milwaukee * 75
 3/9 82 at Detroit Mercy # 65
 3/10 68 Cleveland State # (2 ot) 72
 + Coors Classic (Boulder, CO)
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/17 59 Dayton 73
 11/21 76 at Indiana State 74
 11/25 72 at Ohio 83
 11/28 73 Ball State 102
 12/2 63 at Miami 70
 12/8 63 Akron + 71
 12/9 46 at Hawaii + 66
 12/13 81 Marshall 67
 12/16 52 Bowling Green 56
 12/19 69 at West Virginia 65
 12/23 58 at Youngstown State 68
 12/31 51 St. Bonaventure 79
 1/4 56 at Morehead State 71
 1/11 55 at UIC * 63
 1/14 58 at Loyola * 67
 1/20 56 at Butler * 60
 1/25 79 Detroit Mercy * (ot) 89
 1/27 61 Cleveland State * 71
 2/1 59 at Milwaukee * 72
 2/3 53 at Green Bay * 79
 2/8 66 Loyola * 54
 2/10 65 UIC * 53
 2/17 68 Butler * 56
 2/22 59 at Cleveland State * 72
 2/24 59 at Detroit Mercy * 83
 3/1 46 Green Bay * 75
 3/4 52 Milwaukee * 74
 3/8 34 Milwaukee # 58
 + Hawaii Invitational (Honolulu, HI)
 * Midwestern Collegiate Conference  
  Game




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/16 54 at Ball State 89
 11/20 73 Miami 98
 11/24 65 at Texas A&M + 89
 11/25 49 Jackson State + 56
 11/28 53 West Virginia 90
 12/1 78 at Fort Wayne 89
 12/3 59 at UIC * 60
 12/6 75 Morehead State 92
 12/12 78 Ohio 74
 12/15 83 at Bowling Green 76
 12/18 34 at Dayton 89
 12/31 39 #1 Connecticut 97
 1/5 49 at Detroit Mercy * 60
 1/7 72 at Cleveland State * 53
 1/10 52 Milwaukee * 70
 1/12 47 Green Bay * 85
 1/19 53 at Loyola * 64
 1/24 61 at Youngstown State * 87
 1/26 77 Butler * 74
 1/31 76 Cleveland State * 89
 2/2 65 Detroit Mercy * 66
 2/7 47 at Milwaukee * 65
 2/9 44 at Green Bay * 83
 2/14 60 UIC * 48
 2/16 44 Loyola * 76
 2/21 77 at Butler * 72
 2/24 66 Youngstown State * 87
 2/27 61 Butler # 74
 + Aggie Invitational 
  (College Station, TX)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/22 39 at #5 Connecticut 85
 11/26 69 at Stony Brook 53
 11/29 69 at Florida State 84
 12/4 72 Dayton 84
 12/7 69 at Miami 110
 12/10 68 Texas A&M 85
 12/18 53 at West Virginia 71
 12/21 46 Ball State 82
 12/28 54 #11 Minnesota 88
 12/31 65 Fort Wayne 60
 1/2 66 at UIC * 82
 1/4 57 Loyola * 61
 1/9 70 at Detroit Mercy * 65
 1/11 68 Cleveland State * 64
 1/16 82 at Butler * 65
 1/23 65 Milwaukee * 76
 1/25 73 #16 Green Bay * 70
 1/28 84 at Tennessee State 68
 2/1 68 at Youngstown State * 80
 2/5 57 UIC * 76
 2/8 65 at Loyola * 61
 2/15 58 at Cleveland State * 79
 2/17 67 Detroit Mercy * 65
 2/20 63 Butler * 55
 2/24 69 Youngstown State * 52
 2/27 75 at Milwaukee * 83
 3/1 68 at #22 Green Bay * 96
 3/6 65 Loyola # 81
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 
  (Green Bay, WI)
2003–04
9-20, 5-11 Horizon    
Coach: Bridgett Williams
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/22 79 Tennessee State 37
 11/25 61 at Ohio 68
 11/28 52 at Indiana State 102
 12/1 69 Eastern Kentucky 74
 12/4 38 West Virginia 60
 12/9 58 at Dayton 70
 12/13 62 Central Michigan 61
 12/16 59 Akron 62
 12/18 45 at Ohio State 88
 12/21 94 Morehead State 74
 12/30 64 at Butler * 69
 1/5 76 Green Bay * 62
 1/8 72 at Cleveland State * 79
 1/10 61 at Youngstown State * 58
 1/17 61 at UIC * 64
 1/19 50 Detroit Mercy * 49
 1/22 61 Milwaukee * 69
 1/24 61 at Loyola * 79
 1/31 43 Butler * 50
 2/5 47 at Milwaukee * 61
 2/7 64 at Green Bay * 65
 2/12 42 Youngstown State * 54
 2/14 54 UIC * 70
 2/19 65 at Detroit Mercy * 78
 2/23 69 at Fort Wayne 82
 2/26 80 Loyola * 64
 2/28 68 Cleveland State * 56
 3/2 58 Youngstown State # (ot) 56
 3/4 57 at Green Bay # 61
 
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament
2004–05
19-11, 11-5 Horizon    
Coach: Bridgett Williams
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/21 74 at Morehead State 58
 11/24 98 Fort Wayne 76
 11/28 97 Ohio 84
 12/1 62 Miami 66
 12/4 63 at Central Michigan (ot) 74
 12/7 55 Dayton (ot) 65
 12/11 60 Indiana State 52
 12/14 55 at Akron 49
 12/17 74 at Cal St. Northridge 84
 12/20 68 at Pepperdine + 79
 12/21 64 BYU + 56
 12/29 60 Butler * (ot) 59
 1/3 54 at Green Bay * 69
 1/6 81 Cleveland State * 52
 1/8 65 Youngstown State * 38
 1/13 48 at Detroit Mercy * 46
 1/15 51 UIC * 56
 1/20 58 at Milwaukee * 69
 1/27 64 Loyola * 55
 1/29 74 at Butler * 59
 2/3 53 Milwaukee * 57
 2/5 46 Green Bay * 73
 2/9 61 at Youngstown State * 51
 2/12 58 at UIC * 57
 2/17 53 Detroit Mercy * 37
 2/24 80 at Loyola * 53
 2/26 61 at Cleveland State * 57
 3/3 66 Youngstown State #  52
 3/6 77 Detroit Mercy # 66
 3/7 48 Green Bay # 58
 
 + Hilton Woodland Hills Beach Classic 
     (Malibu, CA)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/20 56 at Virginia 74
 11/22 80 at Longwood 77
 11/26 47 Montana + 57
 11/27 65 Western Carolina + 63
 11/30 70 at Miami 60
 12/6 59 at Dayton 63
 12/10 66 at Toledo 69
 12/13 66 Marshall 72
 12/17 77 Ball State 74
 12/20 48 Seton Hall 64
 12/31 65 Youngstown State * 62
 1/5 61 at Milwaukee * 64
 1/7 56 at Green Bay * 68
 1/11 80 Loyola * 55
 1/14 56 Butler * 78
 1/16 59 at Detroit Mercy * 68
 1/21 77 at Loyola * (ot) 85
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 1/23 69 at UIC * 59
 1/26 69 Milwaukee * 67
 1/28 67 at Butler * 71
 2/2 65 at Cleveland State * 52
 2/4 67 at Youngstown State * 60
 2/7 48 at #7 Ohio State 79
 2/9 45 Detroit Mercy * 55
 2/16 68 UIC * 53
 2/20 59 Cleveland State * 51
 2/23 57 Green Bay *  66
 3/2 78 at UIC # (ot) 80
 
 + Seminole Classic (Tallahassee, FL)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 




 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/18 68 at Ball State 75
 11/21 63 Miami 90
 11/24 52 Indiana + 73
 11/25 56 Nicholls State + 65
 11/29 59 Toledo 62
 12/2 52 Longwood 45
 12/5 46 at Canisius 66
 12/9 59 Eastern Michigan 76
 12/14 49 Wake Forest 55
 12/19 54 at Marshall 62
 12/22 60 Dayton 59
 12/28 57 at Youngstown State * 52
 12/30 47 at Cleveland State * 60
 1/6 76 Butler * 71
 1/11 69 Loyola * 76
 1/13 46 UIC * 68
 1/20 67 at Detroit Mercy * 51
 1/25 65 Milwaukee * 75
 1/27 53 Green Bay * 67
 2/3 56 at Butler * 68
 2/8 55 at UIC * 63
 2/10 66 at Loyola * 60
 2/15 65 Detroit Mercy * 54
 2/22 42 at Green Bay * 73
 2/24 65 at Milwaukee * 51
 3/1 63 Cleveland State * 55
 3/3 47 Youngstown State * 40
 3/7 79 at Milwaukee # (ot) 83
 
 + UM Thanksgiving Tournament 
  (Coral Gables, FL)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 
  (Milwaukee, WI)
2007–08
16-16, 11-7 Horizon    
Coach: Bridgett Williams
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/9 36 at Boston College 68
 11/12 52 Ball State 61
 11/17 41 at Eastern Michigan 74
 11/21 54 at Miami 63
 11/24 76 at Cal Poly + 80
 11/25 87 North Dakota State + 80
 12/1 57 Canisius 40
 12/5 46 at Wake Forest 64
 12/11 66 at Cincinnati 73
 12/16 46 at Dayton 65
 12/21 71 Evansville 70
 1/3 57 Milwaukee * 56
 1/5 52 Green Bay * 67
 1/12 71 at Detroit Mercy * 53
 1/17 58 at Youngstown State * 61
 1/19 54 at Cleveland State * 68
 1/24 51 Valparaiso * 50
 1/26 70 Butler * 65
 1/31 60 at UIC * 63
 2/2 56 at Loyola * 49
 2/9 70 Detroit Mercy * 59
 2/14 51 Cleveland State * 43
 2/16 58 Youngstown State * 66
 2/21 65 at Butler * 60
 2/23 75 at Valparaiso * 64
 2/28 64 Loyola * 57
 3/1 56 UIC * 48
 3/6 73 at Green Bay * (ot)  78
 3/8 54 at Milwaukee * 67
 3/12 69 Youngstown State # 60
 3/14 57 Milwaukee ! 55
 3/16 56 Cleveland State ! 70
 
 +  Cal Poly Holiday Beach Tournament 
     (San Luis Obispo, CA)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Quarterfinals 
  (Dayton, OH)
 ! Horizon League Tournament 
  (Green Bay, WI)
2008–09
15-16, 10-8 Horizon    
Coach: Bridgett Williams
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/22 59 at Evansville 63
 11/25 53 at Eastern Kentucky 47
 11/29 59 IUPUI + 57
 11/30 57 at Robert Morris + 65
 12/2 60 Miami 77
 12/5 50 BYU ^ 56
 12/6 71 at BYU Hawaii ^ 51
 12/10 61 at Ball State 65
 12/16 41 Cincinnati 56
 12/21 56 Dayton 59
 12/29 63 Fort Wayne 57
 1/3 47 at UIC * 60
 1/5 72 at Loyola * 55
 1/8 54 Valparaiso * 44
 1/10 41 Butler * 46
 1/15 61 at Milwaukee * 41
 1/17 39 at Green Bay * 70
 1/22 72 Youngstown State * 41
 1/24 55 Cleveland State * 52
 1/31 65 Detroit Mercy * 58
 2/6 45 at Butler * 58
 2/8 58 at Valparaiso * 64
 2/12 51 Green Bay * 62
 2/14 64 Milwaukee * 70
 2/19 43 at Cleveland State * 51
 2/21 68 at Youngstown State * 51
 2/28 63 at Detroit Mercy * 50
 3/5 64 Loyola * 44
 3/7 49 UIC * 48
 3/11 64 at Valparaiso # 59
 3/13 36 at Green Bay # 67
 
 +  RMU Tournament 
  (Moon Township, PA)
 ^ Hukilau Invitational (Laie, HI)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament
2009–10
11-19, 10-8 Horizon    
Coach: Bridgett Williams
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/14 67 at Fort Wayne 83
 11/19 65 Eastern Kentucky 44
 11/22 63 Akron 49
 11/25 58 Robert Morris 54
 12/2 46 Vanderbilt 63
 12/6 58 at Dayton 79
 12/9 75 at Miami 68
 12/15 47 at Ohio State 84
 12/20 56 at Boston College 62
 12/29 45 at Cincinnati 51
 1/3 47 at Detroit Mercy * 68
 1/7 41 at Green Bay * 68
 1/9 67 at Milwaukee * 50
 1/14 56 Loyola * (ot) 63
 1/16 47 UIC * 57
 1/21 61 at Butler * 77
 1/23 52 at Valparaiso * 59
 1/28 60 Cleveland State * 58
 1/30 65 Youngstown State * 31
 2/4 64 Milwaukee * 46
 2/6 50 Green Bay * 74
 2/11 62 at UIC * 67
 2/13 68 at Loyola * (ot) 77
 2/18 54 Valparaiso * 51
 2/20 48 Butler * (ot) 51
 2/25 57 at Youngstown State * 38
 2/27 52 at Cleveland State * 63
 3/6 54 Detroit Mercy * 58
 3/8 61 Youngstown State # 43
 3/10 57 at Butler # 70
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tourament
2010–11
20-13, 11-7 Horizon    
Coach: Mike Bradbury
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/12 64 at IUPUI 45
 11/14 63 at Ball State 64
 11/21 58 at Delaware State 52
 11/29 61 Dayton 91
 12/1 57 Miami 62
 12/4 71 at Akron 64
 12/9 70 at Ohio 57
 12/11 70 at Longwood 74
 12/14 75 at Southern Illinois 53
 12/18 65 at Cincinnati 50
 12/22 73 Central Florida 65
 12/31 77 at Milwaukee * 73
 1/2 57 at Green Bay * 75
 1/6 58 Butler * 70
 1/8 90 Valparaiso * 67
 1/15 63 Detroit Mercy * 62
 1/20 64 at Youngstown State * 61
 1/22 58 at Cleveland State * 42
 1/27 69 UIC * 84
 1/29 77 Loyola * 76
 2/3 64 at Valparaiso * 73
 2/5 70 at Butler * 68
 2/12 75 at Detroit Mercy * 55
 2/17 66 Cleveland State * 74
 2/19 70 Youngstown State * 67
 2/24 77 at Loyola * 66
 2/26 60 at UIC * 77
 3/3 54 Green Bay * 75
 3/5 86 Milwaukee * 69
 3/9 63 Milwaukee # 58
 3/11 65 at Green Bay # 95
 3/16 82 Buffalo ! 79
 3/20 73 Manhattan ! 75
  
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament
 ! Women’s Basketball Invitational
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All-Time Results
2011–12
21-13, 12-6 Horizon    
Coach: Mike Bradbury
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/13 74 Ball State 55
 11/19 57 Delaware State 53
 11/22 86 at Western Kentucky 66
 11/26 62 at Missouri 92
 11/30 81 at Buffalo 54
 12/3 63 at Morehead State 78
 12/6 69 at Dayton 77
 12/10 61 Southern Illinois 59
 12/13 63 at Miami 70
 12/18 77 Longwood + 44
 12/19 74 Southeast Missouri + 53
 12/20 60 Central Michigan + 65
 12/28 58 Valparaiso * 42
 12/31 48 Butler * 47
 1/5 64 at Loyola * 62
 1/7 62 at UIC * 60
 1/12 50 Green Bay * 68
 1/14 75 Milwaukee * (ot) 72
 1/21 64 at Detroit Mercy * 75
 1/26 64 at Cleveland State * 54
 1/28 71 at Youngstown State * (ot) 66
 2/2 80 UIC * 70
 2/4 66 Loyola * 74
 2/9 64 at Milwaukee * 52
 2/11 59 at Green Bay * 64
 2/16 91 Detroit Mercy * 82
 2/23 84 Youngstown State * 62
 2/25 100 Cleveland State * 73
 3/1 60 at Valparaiso * 70
 3/3 66 at Butler * 81
 3/7 91 Loyola # 67
 3/9 70 Detroit Mercy ^ 78
 3/15 73 at SIU Edwardsville ! 64
 3/18 65 at Seattle ! 82
  
 + Wright State Invitational
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Quarterfinals
 ^ Horizon League Semifinals 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 ! Women’s Basketball Invitational
2012–13
12-18, 6-10 Horizon    
Coach: Mike Bradbury
DATE WSU  OPP
 11/9 66 at Southeast Missouri 78
 11/14 75 IUPUI 71
 11/18 66 Buffalo 51
 11/25 52 at Ohio State 82
 11/28 73 Dayton 95
 12/4 54 at Miami 72
 12/8 73 at Akron 71
 12/12 78 Urbana 61
 12/15 66 at Xavier 65
 12/19 67 Western Kentucky + 84
 12/21 81 St. Francis (PA) + 98
 12/30 53 Morehead State 46
 1/5 68 at Memphis 109
 1/10 71 at Milwaukee * 61
 1/12 44 at Green Bay * 71
 1/16 76 Detroit Mercy * 86
 1/19 67 at Loyola * 56
 1/24 59 UIC * 51
 1/28 48 Green Bay * 70
 1/31 67 Valparaiso * 66
 2/3 47 Youngstown State * 66
 2/7 63 at Cleveland State * 68
 2/13 66 at Detroit Mercy * 73
 2/16 70 Loyola * 79
 2/21 78 at UIC * (ot) 81
 2/23 61 Milwaukee * 74
 2/28 83 at Valparaiso * (ot) 78
 3/2 54 at Youngstown State * 64
 3/7 61 Cleveland State * 53 
 3/13 56 at Detroit Mercy # 72
  
 + Wright State Invitational
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Quarterfinals
2013–14
26-9, 12-4 Horizon     
Coach: Mike Bradbury
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/8 67 at Southern Illinois 64
 11/12 90 Miami 63
 11/15 75 Memphis 83
 11/17 90 Akron 80
 11/21 95 at Murray State 69
 11/24 90 Marian ^ 37
 11/29 99 North Carolina State + 90
 11/30 62 Middle Tennessee + 69
 12/1 79 James Madison + 77
 12/7 40 at #7 Louisville 99
 12/15 79 Xavier 54
 12/20 90 Gardner-Webb ~ 77
 12/21 87 Bradley ~ 71
 12/29 84 at Chicago State 62
 1/2 85 at Dayton 112
 1/5 82 Detroit Mercy * 57
 1/8 94 Oakland * 85
 1/12 82 Cleveland State * 98
 1/18 79 at Valparaiso * 65
 1/23 69 at Milwaukee * 64
 1/25 67 at Green Bay * 69
 2/1 77 at UIC * 74
 2/5 93 Youngstown State * 81
 2/8 93 at Cleveland State * 100
 2/15 103 UIC * 91
 2/18 92 at Oakland * 78
 2/22 102 at Detroit Mercy * 82
 2/27 72 Green Bay * (ot) 79
 3/1 94 Milwaukee * 70
 3/5 85 at Youngstown State * 70
 3/8 101 Valparaiso * 80
 3/12 73 Milwaukee # 64
 3/14 98 Youngstown State @ 70
 3/16 88 at Green Bay $ 69
 3/22 60 at #10/11 Kentucky ! 106
  
 ^ Gulf Coast Showcase
 + Gulf Coast Showcase (Estero, FL)
 ~ Wright State Invitational
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Quarterfinals
 @ Horizon League Semifinals 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 $ Horizon League Finals
 ! NCAA Tournament
2014–15
25-9, 12-4 Horizon     
Coach: Mike Bradbury
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/14 85 at Austin Peay 73
 11/16 79 at Lipscomb 66
 11/20 75 Murray State 68
 11/22 70 Southern Illinois 50
 12/3 76 Dayton 79
 12/5 49 at Butler 57
 12/14 82 Lamar 61
 12/15 104 Otterbein 51
 12/19 72 Denver + 63
 12/20 80 UC Irvine + 42
 12/21 46 at Purdue + 70
 12/29 81 Chicago State 40
 12/31 118 Central State 70
 1/3 72 at Northern Kentucky 60
 1/7 59 Green Bay * 68
 1/10 76 Detroit Mercy * 57
 1/14 80 at Milwaukee * 58
 1/17 80 at Valparaiso * 62
 1/22 70 at Youngstown State * 75
 1/24 82 Cleveland State * 65
 1/29 108 at Oakland * 89
 2/5 92 Youngstown State * 55
 2/7 95 Valparaiso * 66
 2/12 45 at Green Bay * 61
 2/14 74 at UIC * 63
 2/18 63 at Cleveland State * 67
 2/21 92 Oakland * 66
 2/26 74 at Detroit Mercy * 59
 3/4 74 UIC * 54
 3/7 91 Milwaukee * 73
 3/11 95 Oakland # 60
 3/13 99 Cleveland State @ 87
 3/15 77 at Green Bay $ (ot) 86
 3/20 64 at Toledo ! 72
  
 + BTI Invitational (West Lafayette, IN)
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Quarterfinals
 @ Horizon League Semifinals 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 $ Horizon League Finals
 ! Women’s National Invitation
  Tournament
2015–16
24-11, 12-6 Horizon     
Coach: Mike Bradbury
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/13 67 at Miami (FL) 80
 11/17 73 at Kent State 68
 11/19 92 Lipscomb 65
 11/21 77 Austin Peay 56
 11/23 106 Southeastern Louisiana 72
 11/26 77 #25/21 Iowa + 83
 11/27 75 Houston + 61
 11/28 77 #24/23 George Washington + 71
 12/4 66 Butler 53
 12/8 107 Cincinnati Christian ^ 44
 12/13 71 at Eastern Kentucky 69
 12/15 117 Mount St. Joseph 26
 12/20 57 Georgia 63
 12/30 73 UIC * 62
 1/1 80 Valparaiso * 63
 1/9 66 Northern Kentucky * 61
 1/14 89 at Detroit Mercy * 71
 1/16 77 at Oakland * 72
 1/21 60 Milwaukee * 82
 1/23 58 Green Bay * 63
 1/28 69 at Youngstown State * 72
 1/30 93 at Cleveland State * 65
 2/4 65 at Valparaiso * 54
 2/6 80 at UIC * 72
 2/13 76 at Northern Kentucky * 65
 2/18 79 Oakland * 63
 2/20 93 Detroit Mercy * (ot) 95
 2/25 55 at Green Bay * 70
 2/27 57 at Milwaukee * 68
 3/3 81 Cleveland State * 64
 3/6 77 Youngstown State * 66
 3/10 71 UIC # 55
 3/11 81 Youngstown State @ 54
 3/12 60 Milwaukee $ 68
 3/16 53 at Michigan ! 81
 + Lone Star Showcase (Cedar Park, TX)
 ^ Lone Star Showcase
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 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League First Round 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 @ Horizon League Second Round 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 $ Horizon League Semifinals 
  (Green Bay, WI)
 ! Women’s National Invitation
  Tournament
2016–17
25-9, 15-3 Horizon     
Coach: Katrina Merriweather
 DATE WSU  OPP
 11/11 65 at Tennessee Tech 54
 11/14 87 Grace (IN) 56
 11/17 71 at Eastern Illinois 61
 11/19 71 at Chicago State 65
 11/24 60 Georgetown + 67
 11/25 51 Clemson + 75
 12/7 69 Kent State 79
 12/11 72 at Illinois 76
 12/15 85 Cincinnati Christian ^ 61
 12/19 85 Eastern Kentucky ^ 73
 12/20 62 Fort Wayne ^ 51
 12/21 65 Miami ^ 57
 12/29 69 at Milwaukee * 51
 12/31 41 at Green Bay * 62
 1/5 71 Youngstown State * 58
 1/7 84 Cleveland State * 63
 1/14 70 at Northern Kentucky * 63
 1/16 73 at Oakland * 61
 1/20 73 at UIC * 54
 1/22 65 at Valparaiso * 52
 1/27 77 Detroit Mercy * 69
 1/29 84 Oakland * 66
 2/4 67 Northern Kentucky * 47
 2/9 63 Valparaiso * 48
 2/11 62 UIC * 51
 2/16 65 at Cleveland State * 60
 2/18 68 at Youngstown State * 64
 2/20 80 at Detroit Mercy * 85
 2/24 51 Green Bay * 58
 2/26 62 Milwaukee * 52
 3/4 79 UIC # 52
 3/6 52 Detroit Mercy # 71
 3/16 66 Central Michigan ! 64
 3/18 66 at Michigan ! 71
 + San Juan Shootout 
  (Daytona Beach, FL)
 ^ Wright State Invitational Presented by
  Holiday Inn
 * Horizon League Game
 # Horizon League Tournament 
  (Detroit, MI)
 ! Women’s National Invitation
  Tournament
All-Time Results
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OPPONENT WON LOST
Air Force 1 0
Akron 11 12
Ashland 3 3
Austin Peay 5 0





Boston College 0 2
Bowling Green 3 4
Bradley 1 1
Brigham Young 1 1




UC Irvine 1 0
Cal Poly 0 1
Cal State Northridge 0 1
Campbellsville 0  1
Canisius 2  5
Capital 4 4
Cedarville 7 7
Central Florida 2 0
Central Michigan 2 2
Central State 11 5
Charleston (WV) 1 2
Chicago State 11 1
Cincinnati 4 17
Cincinnati Christian 2 0
Clemson 0 2




Davis and Elkins 0 1
Dayton 4 36
Defiance 5 3
Delaware State 2 0
Denver 1 2
DePaul 0 3
Detroit Mercy 24 28
District of Columbia 2 0
Eastern Illinois 5 4
Eastern Kentucky 6 6
Eastern Michigan 0 7
Edinboro 2 0
Evansville 4 5
Ferris State 1 0
Florida State 0 1




George Washington 1 0
Georgetown 0 1
Georgetown (KY) 3 3
Georgia 0 1
Grace (IN) 1 0
Grand Valley State 2 0
Green Bay 4 59






UIC 31 28 
Indiana 0 5 
Indianapolis 2 4
Indiana State 5  3
Indiana Tech 9 0
IUPUI 7 1
Iowa 0 2
Jackson State 0 1
James Madison 1 0
Kent State      1 3
Kentucky 0 1
Kentucky State 4  4
Kentucky Wesleyan 3 1
Kenyon 0 1

















Miami (FL) 0 1
Miami (OH) 6 22
Michigan 0 2
Michigan-Dearborn 1 0
Michigan State 0 1





Missouri State 1 0
Montana 0 1
Morehead State 10 8
Mott 0 1
Mount St. Joseph 7 7
Murray State 2 0
Muskingum 0 1
Niagara 3 1
Nicholls State 0 1
Norfolk State 1 0
North Carolina State 1 0
North Dakota State 1 0
Northeastern 0 1
Northern Illinois 2 12
Northern Kentucky 6 12
Northern Michigan 0 1
OPPONENT WON LOST
Notre Dame 0 2
Oakland 10 1
Ohio State 0 4
Ohio 4 9
Ohio Dominican 6 1
Ohio Northern 2 2




Philadelphia Textile 1 0
Purdue 0 1
Quincy 1 0
Rio Grande 4 3
Robert Morris 1 2
St. Bonaventure 0 2
St. Francis (PA) 0 1
St. Joseph’s (IN) 3 1
St. Louis 2 1
Seattle 0 1
Seton Hall 0 1
Sinclair 2 0
Slippery Rock 1 0
South Carolina 0 1
Southeast Missouri 1 2
Southeastern Louisiana 1 0
Southern Illinois 4 0
SIU Edwardsville 4 2
Southern Indiana 2  2
Stetson 1 0
Stony Brook 1 0
Tampa 1 0
Taylor 2 0
Tennessee State 2 0
Tennessee Tech 1 0







Wake Forest 0 2
Walsh 3 1
Washington State 0 1
Wayne State 2 3
West Virginia 2 4
Western Carolina 1 0
Western Illinois 2 2
Western Kentucky 1 3
Western Michigan 0 1
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 Overall League
Year W L Pct. W L Pct. Coach
1973-74 1 13 .071    Arnelle Jackson    
1974-75 4 10 .286    Arnelle Jackson    
1975-76 9 8 .529    Arnelle Jackson
Three Years 14 31 .311
    
1976-77 5 12 .294    Pat Davis
1977-78 10 10 .500    Pat Davis
1978-79 10 13 .435    Pat Davis
1979-80 17 9 .654    Pat Davis
1980-81 15 10 .600    Pat Davis
1981-82 14 12 .538    Pat Davis
1982-83 11 14 .444    Pat Davis
1983-84 17 10 .630    Pat Davis
1984-85 16 12 .571    Pat Davis
1985-86 18 10 .643    Pat Davis
1986-87 24 6 .800    Pat Davis
1987-88 17 11 .607    Pat Davis
1988-89 10 18 .357    Pat Davis
1989-90 3 25 .107    Pat Davis
14 Years 187 172 .521 
1990-91 4 24 .167 3 11 .214 Terry Hall
1991-92 8 20 .286 5 7 .417 Terry Hall
1992-93 9 18 .333 5 11 .313 Terry Hall
1993-94 12 15 .444 7 11 .444 Terry Hall
1994-95 11 16 .407 5 11 .313 Terry Hall
1995-96 11 16 .407 5 11 .313 Terry Hall
1996-97 6 21 .222 4 12 .250 Terry Hall
Seven Years 61 130 .319 34 74 .315  
1997-98 9 18 .333 5 9 .357 Lisa Fitch
1998-99 7 20 .259 3 11 .214 Lisa Fitch
1999-00 8 20 .286 5 9 .357 Lisa Fitch
2000-01 6 22 .214 3 11 .214 Lisa Fitch
Four Years 30 80 .273 16 40 .286
2001-02 6 22 .214 4 12 .250 Bridgett Williams
2002-03 11 17 .393 8 8 .500 Bridgett Williams
2003-04 9 20 .310 5 11 .313 Bridgett Williams
2004-05 19 11 .633 11 5 .688 Bridgett Williams
2005-06 12 16 .429 8 8 .500 Bridgett Williams
2006-07 10 18 .357 8 8 .500 Bridgett Williams
2007-08 16 16 .500 11 7 .611 Bridgett Williams
2008-09 15 16 .484 10 8 .556 Bridgett Williams
2009-10 11 19 .367 6 12 .333 Bridgett Williams
Nine Years 109 155 .413 71 79 .473
2010-11 20 13 .606 11 7 .611 Mike Bradbury
2011-12 21 13 .618 12 6 .667 Mike Bradbury
2012-13 12 18 .400 6 10 .375 Mike Bradbury
2013-14 26 9 .743 12 4 .750 Mike Bradbury
2014-15 25 9 .735 12 4 .750 Mike Bradbury
2015-16 24 11 .686 12 6 .667 Mike Bradbury
Six Years 128 73 .637 65 37 .637
2016-17 25 9 .735 15 3 .833 Katrina Merriweather 
 
Program Record:
44 Years 554 650 .460 201 233 .463
Year-by-Year
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 5-8, Sophomore, Guard





























    6-4, Freshman, Center












Richton Park, IL (Rich South)
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2017-18 Basketball Schedule
November
 1 Wednesday  Indianapolis (exhibition)   7 pm
 10 Friday   at Northwestern Ohio   6 pm
 14 Tuesday   Eastern Illinois    7 pm
 16 Thursday  at Missouri    8 pm
 21 Tuesday   Stetson ^    2 pm
 22 Wednesday  Providence ^    4:30 pm
 23 Thursday  Ricmond ^    2 pm
  
December
 1 Friday   Tennessee Tech    7 pm
 3 Sunday   Chicago State    2 pm
 7 Thursday  at Kent State    TBA
 14 Thursday  Cincinnati Christian   11 am
 18 Monday   at Belmont    7 pm
 21 Thursday  Georgia     1 pm
 28 Thursday  Green Bay *    4:30 pm
 30 Saturday  Milwaukee *    1:30 pm
January
 4 Thursday  at Oakland *    7 pm
 6 Saturday  at Detroit Mercy *   1 pm
 13 Saturday  at Northern Kentcuky *    1 pm
 15 Monday   Youngstown State *   1:30 pm
 19 Friday   UIC *      7 pm
 21 Sunday   IUPUI *     2 pm
 25 Thursday  at Cleveland State *   7 pm
 27 Saturday  at Youngstown State *   1 pm
 
February
 1 Thursday  at Milwaukee *     7 pm
 3 Saturday  at Green Bay *     2 pm
 8 Thursday  Detroit Mercy *     5 pm
 10 Saturday  Oakland *    4:30 pm
 17 Saturday  Northern Kentucky *    2 pm
 19 Monday   Cleveland State *    5 pm
 23 Friday   at IUPUI *    7 pm
 25 Sunday   at UIC *     2 pm
March
 2 Friday   Horizon League First Round &  TBA
 3 Saturday  Horizon League Second Round &  TBA
 4 Sunday   Horison League Third Round &  TBA
 5 Monday   Horizon League Semifinals &  TBA
 6 Tuesday   Horizon League Championship &  7:00
HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS
All Times Eastern
 * Horizon League Games    
 & Horizon League Tournament @ Detroit, MI  
 ^ Savannah Invitational   
